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PREFACE

This report presents a model for computing the effectiveness of

multiple attacks against an airbase hangarette complex, and gives some

effectiveness comptitations for attacks by aircraft and by remotely

piloted vehicles (RPVs). The model was designed for use in Rand studies

of nonnuclear attacks on enemy airbases. The computer results in the

appendixes were direct inputs to an earlier Rand report, R-671-PR,

Nonnuclear Attack of Enemy Airbasces (U), September 1971, and to a forth-

coming report on RPVs for airbase attack.

The effectiveness model was developed as part of Project RAND

work on Improved Air-Ground Warfare Analysis Methods; the model should

be useful to Air Force analysts. interested In extensions to or modifi-

cations of the attack conditions on target arrays similar to those con-

sidered here. It may be easily modified to apply to more general target

arrays, not necess -ily confined to an airbase complex.
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S UMNARY

An expected value JOSS model for attacking aircraft In shelters

on an airbase is developed in this report for both aircraft and remotely

piloted vehicle (RPV) attacks, using a variety of munitions delivered

in an-area mode (-i.e., the munitions are ailmed at an area containing

several shelters rather than at an individual shelter).

The model was obtained by modification and extension of existing

effectiveness models, such as the Target Coverage Model;(1,2) the

Qu ickiee Model; ( ) and the [land Calculation Model used for the ,'ont
.!. icl.... .,4) r"h"' V)i.e body of the report discusses

the basic model for aircraft attacks and modifications required for

RPV attacks, and gives an example Illustrating its use for a 16-aircraft

attack against a representative sheltered airhase. Appendixes A and C

present the JOSS program for aircraft attacks and the modifications for

RPV attack, instructions for using the model, and some illustrative

examples.

Appendix B tabulates effectiveness computations and sensitivity

variations for an aircraft attack on a representative airbase, using

typical munitions, aircraft, and delivery conditions. Appendix D tabu-

lates similar effectiveness computations and sensitivity variations for

an RPV attack on the same airbase and under the same conditions.

JOSS is the name of an Interactive computer system incorporated
in the IBM 370 at Rand and with consoles available at several Air Force
installations.

Pleciding" Pl blian
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A designates properties of the target aroa,:
A(-l) = Width to length ratio = A(2)/A(l)
A(l) = Length of iLe target area in 10 3 ft
A(*) = Width of the target area in 103 ft
A(10+k) = Area of target area , in 106 sq ft, V. 1,2,...,M

B designates properties of the vulnerability of the hangarettes:
B(O) = Vulnerab il ity rat Io = vulnerable area/ground plane area
B(I) = Half length of 'ie hangarette vuln',ra) le area, ft
B (2) = Half width of the hangarette vulnerable area, ft
B(5) = Intermediate value in effectiveness routine
B (6) = I ntermed late value in e Ifect iveness rout ine
B(- I) = Hangarette ground plane area, sq ft

D designates internal variables concerned with weapon spacing:
I)(3) = Maximum distance between weapon Cls in range, ft
1)(4) = Maximum distance between weapon Cis in deflection, ft

F(x,L,s) = Effe,'tiveness function

F(x,y,l.,s) = Effectiveness function

(;(x) = The cumulative gaussian distribution function

I designates the number of aircraft or RPV types considered

J = An internal variable in the effectivene,'; subroutine and in a
different sense in the trajectory subroutine

K = An internal variabIe inl the et'f fe tiveness subroutine and in a
different sense in tie trajectory subrout ine

I. designates weapon pattern dimensions, ft:
L(1) = I)ispenser pattern half length
L(2) = I)ispenser pattern half width
1.(3) = Equivalent pattern half length
L(4) = Equivalent pattern half width
L(5) = Equivalent half stick length
L,(6) = 'quivalent half stick width

1(7) = Intermediate half length
L(9) = Intermediate half length
1.(10) = Intermediate half width
L(l 1) = Equivalent half stick length for a format ion
L(12) = Equivalent half stick width for a format ion

M designates the number of target areas considered; it must be chosen
between 1 and 4.
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N designates tic ,-mnber of weapons in a dispenser or vari Jed by a delivery
vehicle; it also designates the number of aircraft assigned to a
target vrea:

N(-m) ,

m=l,2, .. ,I = Number of weapons carried by an aircraft or RPV
of type m

N(l) = Internal variable designating the weapons per vehicle
N(2) = Number of bomblets or submunitions per dispenser
N(3) = Internal variable, the number of release impulses

N(4) Internal variable, the number of wing stations per
vehicle

N(6) Number of weapons released per impulse (set = 1)
N(7) Number of waves of aircraft in range against a target
N(8) Number of aircraft abreast in a wave
N(50) = Internal variable for RPV attack designating the

number of atta'k groups
N(50+.).

)=l,2,...,M = Number of aircraft assigned area V
N(55) = Internal variable used in the assignment of 'he RPV

at t ack
N(60) = InternaI variable used in the RPV atta-k
N(1O0+2 ,-1) = Internal variable used to determine N(7) for air-

craft attack
N(IO0+29) = Internal variable used to determine N(8) for aircraft

attack

P designates probability of damage within a pattern:
P(l) = Internal probability of damage
P(2) = Internal probability of damage

Q designates a probability of survival within a pattern:
Q(1) = Internal probability of survival
Q(2) = Internal probability of survival

S =Slant range, in the trajectory subroutine, used to determine internally
the ballistic errors on the ground

T(q) = Internal variable in the optimization routine

V designates speeds fc'r the aircraft, the RPV, or the weapons off the
eject ion racks:

V(-1) = Speed of the aircraft, kn
V(O) = Sperd of the aircraft, ft/sec
V() = Rack ejection velocity, ft/sec
V(2) = Intermediate variable in the trajectory subroutine
V(-m-1)
m=l,2,...,I = Speed of aircraft type m, kn

W designates optimal aircraft allocation indices:
W(-m) ,W(m),

m=l,2,...,i = Optimization indices for an aircraft of type m, used
to determine aircraft allocation to target areas
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X designates the expected fractiot! or total of hangarettes damaged, or the
expected fractional damage obtained In the effectiveness subroutine:

X(),
Z=1,2,...,M = Expected fraction of hangarettes damaged in area

X(5) = Total expected number of hangarettes damaged in all
the target areas

X(14) = Fractional expected damage determined in the effec-
tiveness subroutine if the weapons are dispensers

X(15) = Fractional expected damage determined in the effec-
tiveness subroutine if the weapons are bombs

Y = Internal variable used in the trajectory subroutine

Z = Internal variable used in the trajectory routine; in the effective-
ness routine in a different form; and in the input/ortput routine
with a third meaning

a designates the range locations of weapon CIs:
a(O) = Range distance on the ground from initial release point to the

center of the weapon C1 array
a(i) = Range distance from the CI array center to the CI of weapon "I"

b designates the deflection locations of weapon Cis:
b(O) = Maximum distance from the Cl array center to a weapon C1
b(i) = Deflection distance from the CI array center to the Cl of

weapon "i"

d designates spacing variables:
d(O) = Intervalometer time spacing between weapon releases, sec
d(3) = Average range weapon Cl spacing, ft
d(4) = Average deflection spacing, ft
d(7) = Range spacing between aircraft waves
d(8) = Deflection spacing between aircraft abreast
d(9) = Internal spacing variable
d(10) = Internal spacing variable

e = Conversion factor from deg to rad

g(x) = Gaussian density function

i = Dummy variable in the trajectory routine, and with a different meaning
in the effectiveness routine

j = Dummy variable in the trajectory routine, and with a different meaning
in the effectiveness routine. It is used as a weapon index in the
input routlnwa

k Dummy variable ii the input routine, and with a different meaning in
the trajectory routine

k = Target area index, k=I,2,...,M, to indicate the different target areas

m = Aircraft type index, m=l,2,...,i

n designates an aiming method index or weapon index:
n(14) = Weapon index; n(14) is set to I if bombs are used
n(15) = Weapon index; n(15) is set to I if dispensers are used
n(lO0) = Aiming method index--either single, independent, or random

(n (100)=0,,2)
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o designates a correction factor in the effectiveness routine:
o(1) = Range correction factor for a single attack
o(3) = Range correction factor for multiple attacks
o(4) = Deflection correction factor for multiple attacks

p = Weapon reliability factor

q = Dummy variable used in the optimization routine

r designates the ground range traveled by a weapon from release to impact:

r(i) = (;round range from release to impact of weapon "I"

s designates the hall 4 stic errois of the weapons:

s(l) = Range ballistic standard deviation on the ground for

bombs, ft
s(2) = Deflection ballistic standard deviation on the ground

for bombs, ft
s(3) = Same as s(l) but for dispensers

s(4) = Same as s(3) but for dispensers
s(5),s(6) = Internal variables in the effectiveness routine
s(7) = Range ballistic standard deviation, mils
s(8) = Deflection ballistic standard deviation, mils

t designates the aiming accuracy of the delivery vehicles:
t(O) Accuracy index used in the input routine; it designates

how the aiming accuracy is input, i.e., CEP in mils,
CEP on the ground, REP and DEP on the ground, or

range and deflection standard deviations on the ground

t(r) Range error standard deviation on the ground, ft

t() Deflection error standard deviation on the ground, ft
t(7) = Range error standard deviation, mils
t(8) = Deflection error standard deviation, mils
t(9),t(IO) = Internal variables, the REP and DEP, ft
t(1O+m) = CEP on the ground for aircraft type m, ft
t(30+m) = CEP for aircraft type m, mils

t(40+2m-1) = REP on the ground for aircraft type m, ft
t(40+2m) = DEP on the ground for aircraft type m, ft

t(50+2m-L) = Range standard deviation on the ground for aircraft
type m, ft

t(50+2m) = Deflection standard deviation on the ground for aircraft
type M, ft

u designates aircraft rack offsets:

u(-m) = Outboard station offset for aircraft type m, ft
u (1),u(2) = Target offsets (set to zero in program)

u(4) = Internal variable

v designates angles used in the trajectory routine, including the aircraft
dive angle and the weapon rack throw angles:

v(-m-1) = Dive angle for aircraft type m, deg

v(-l) = Internal variable, dive angle, deg
v(O) = Dive angle, rad

v(l),v(2),
v(3),v(4) = Internal angle variables used in the trajectory routine

v(100) = Internal variable, rack angle, rad
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x designates the horizontal travel of the aircraft after the initial
weapon release:

x(O) = Horizontal distance from first release to the release of
the center (hypothetical) weapon

x(i) = Horizontal distance from first release to the release of
weapon "i"

z designates the altitude of a weapon:
z(-m-l) = Altitude of last weapon off for aircraft type m
z(-l) = Internal variable, altitude of last weapon off
z(O) = Internal variable, altitude of the center weapon
z(1) = Internal variable, altitude of first weapon off
z() = Altitude of the jth weapon off

hI

t iI



I • I NTRODIUCT ION

For recent Ri."d studies of air ase attacks, it was necessary to

develop an al rbast. attack model and a c rrsponding computer program

to determine tile effectiveness of multiple attacks, both by aircraft

and by remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs), against an airbase on which

aircraft are sheltered in hangarettes. In this report we use the term

"hangarette" to mean either the hangarett e:s themselves or the aircraft

sheltered in them; with appropriate selection of hangarette vulnerable

areas for an attack, the model presented here can be used for either

the hangarettes or the contained aircraft as targets. In the latter

case, a "hangarette damaged" means that the aircraft in that hangarette

are damaged.

For a single attack on an aircraft i'angarette or a single area (f

hangarettes, the effectiveness of the attack, in terms of either the

probability of damage to an individual hangarette or the expected frac-

tion of damage to an area, may be determined by using the Target Cover-
(1,2)(3)age Model,(l2) the Quickie Model, or the Hand Calculated Model used

in the Basic jMEM.(4) Each of these models assumes a ripple delivery

of either a number of weapons or a number of dispensers which disperse

submunition. in a rectangular or elliptical pattern. Each also assumes

that the vulnerability of a hangarette to a weapon or submunition may

be specified in terms of a rectnngular area on the ground, so that the
probability of damage to tile hangarette Is zero for impacts outside this

area and constant inside.

For multiple attacks on a complex of several areas of hangarettes,

many new factors are introduced. First, although the attacks may be

Independent, the damage is not necessarily independent of previous or

accompanying attacks; the methods used in Refs. 1-4 must be adjusted to

take into account the cumulative damage from multiple attacks. Next,

there is the question of the optimum choice of aiming points for the

several attacks, which is in turn influenced by the choice of Inter-

valometer setting (length of weapon string) for the attacks. For the

case of several areas of hangarettes, the problem arises of allocation
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of attacks to the different areas, particularly when the areas are far

enough apart that there is no appreciable Interaction (i.e., there is

no collateral damage in one area from an attack on another). Finally,

it is desirable at times to deternine the optimum size of the pattern

for dispenser-delivered submunItIons, assuming that a dispenser could

be designed to produce a desired pattern.

The Atrbase Attack Model dc'veloped here is based on those in Refs.

1-4. Modifications and simplifying assumptions are made to shorten the

comp-iter time for all of the optimizations. Fur each area of the com-

plex, the measure of effectiveness used in the model is the expected

fraction of targets damaged. An equivalent measure for the entire com-

plex, .he total eyperted number of targets damaged, is thus the sum of

the products of the number of targets In each area and the fractional

expected damage in that area,. For the complex, then, the total expected

number of targets damaged for the specified multiple attack is taken as

the effectiveness measure. The body of this report describes the modifi-

cations and simplifications introduced and the resulting model.

Section I1 considers the basic features of the model that are common

to both aircraft and RPV attacks, such as the hangarette complex, the

vulnerability features of tbne targets, the munitions considered, and so

forth. Section III discusses the aircraft attack effectiv-.- 's model,

the pertinent assumptions made, and the range of the parameters con-

sidered; some examples are given in Appendix A. Section IV considers

the RPV attack model, gives a similar list of assumptions and range of

the parameters, and an example is given in Appendix C.

A JOSS compute program and some example results are given in Appen-

dix A for aircraft attack and in Appendix C for RPV attack. The examples

not only Illustrate the operation of the model but provide a comparison

of results with those obtained from the more time-consuming Quickie Model.

Appendixes B and D present results obtained using the JOSS computer pro-

gram for the airbase studies reported in Refs. 6 and 7 and a number of

sensitivity tests for variations of attack and target conditions.

JOSS is the name of an interactive computer system incorporated
in the IBM 370 at Rand and with consoles available at several Air Force
installations. JOSS language is described in Ref. 5.
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11. TARGET COMPLEX AND WEAPONS

This section considers some of the model's basic components that

are common to both the aircraft and RPV attacks, including the descrip-

tion of the target complex, hypothetical examples of the munitions that

can be used, and the manner of specifying the vulnerability of the

hangarettes.

A. TARGET COMPLEX

The airbase complex is assumed to consist of a paved runway, an

auxiliary sod runway, and several hangarette areas of different sizes,

as shown in Fig 1. For our purposes, only the hangarette areas are

considered as targets--i.e., aiming points are chosen with only shelters

in mind and the collateral damage to other parts of the airbase is not

modeled. Up to four separate hangarette areas can be specified in terms

of their sizes, their relative locations, and the number of hangarettes

in each. For simplicity, each of the hangarette areas is assumed to be

a rectangle with a 2-to-I length-to-width ratio; however, this ratio

parameter can easily be changed if desired. For the examples and re-

sults presented in the appendixes, three hangarette areas are considered.

The smallest area, Area 1, is 106 sq ft, and the medium sized one, Area

2, is 2(10) sq ft; each is assumed to contain 12 hangarettes. The
6largest, Area 3, is 4(10) sq ft and contains 16 hangarettes. Within

each area, the locations of the hangarettes are assumed to be ditributed

uniformly randomly--i.e., for any particular hangarette, all locations

within the area are equally likely. (For some specific cases reported

in Ref. 6, it was assumed that one or more attackers could identify the

locption of a specific hangarette; for such cases, the remainder of the

hangarettes are assumed to be located uniformly randomly throughout the

remainder of the area.)

B. HANGARETTE VULNERABILITY

For modeling purposes, the hangarette vulnerability is specified by
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two parameters, the basic floor plan B(-.. and the vulnerability ratio

B(O). For a specific weapon being delivered, the ratio 3.(0) of the

vulnerable area of the hangarette. in the ground plane to the basic floor

plan area is used as a vulnerability Index. Thus, for some weapons,

particularly large bombs, the ratio may be greater than one, since near

misses with a high-explosive bomb may damage the hangarette. On the

other hand, for penetrating weapons the ratio B(O) may be less than one,

since some direct hits would not penetrate because of ricochets. For

the results in the appendixes, the basic floor plan area B(-.I)_ is taken

to be a square )f 2450 sq ft.

C. WEAPONS

Three general types of weapons are considered for attacking hangar-

ettes; bombs, rockets, and area munit:ions delivered from clusters or

dispensers. Table I includes a listing of hypothetical weapons and

the hangarette vulne:able areas assigned to each. The smaller vulner-

able areas associated with the high.-drag bombs result from the much

lower impact velocity for these wea,-ons. Also included in the bomb

category are two special type bombs, a high-density penetrator and a

FAE bomb, each of which is assumed to be i;, the 750-lb weight range.

In the category of area munitions are sveral conceptual clusters and

dispensers containing P_ variety of submunitions, including two sizes of

Rebit, a kinetic energy penetrator; the REB-LEK, a fragmenting warhead

with a rocket motor; two sizes of .haped-charge follow-through munitions;

and a proposed FAE submtnition. for most of these area munitions, vul-

nerable area ratios of 0.706 to I are considered, corresponding to effec-

tive ricochec angles from 450 to 90* .

The dispensers are assumed f.o follow a free-fall ballistic trajec-

tory, opening at some predetermined altitude or time after release to

disperse their submuniltions. The resulting submunition impact points

on the ground are assumed to be within a rectangular impact pattern,

Parameter and variable symbols used in the JOSS program are under-
lined when they appear in the text. See glossary for a complete listing
of program symbols.

Throughout this report, the word "dispenser" is intended to apply
to either dispenser or cluster packaging of submunitions.
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the center of the pattern being the (hypothetical) expected impact

point of the dispenser. The submunition impact points are assumed

to be distributed randomly uniformly throughout the pattern.

Table 1 F
VULNrRABI.E AREAS FOR HANGARETTE WEAPONS

Hangarette
Vilnerable Area

Weapon B(O) (sq ft)

Bombs, low-drag
M-17, 750-lb HE 1.26 ,a1 .80b 3087,a4410 1)

MK-81, 250-lb HE 11.1, a 1.50 2695,a3675b

MK-82, 500-lb HE 1.2, a 1.60b 29 4 0 ,a3920bMK-83, 1000-lb HE 1.3 3185

MK-84, 2000-lb HE 1.44 3528
High-densicy, 750-lb penetrator 1.0 2450
FAE, 750-lb 1.0 2450

Rocket-s
5-in. Zuni, 4 per pod 1.0 2450

Clustered 5-in. Zun!,
7 per cluster 0.7, 1.0 1730,2450

Bombs, high-drag

M-117R, 750-ib HE retarded 0.88 2156
MK-82SE, 500-lb HE Snake Eye 0.77 1887

Area munitions (dispensers)
Rebit, 115-1b, 7 per dispenser 0.7-1.0 1730-2450
Rebit, 50-1b, 13 per dispenser 0.7-1.0 1730-2450
REB-LEK, 40-lb, 16 per cluster 0.7-1.0 1730-2450
Follow-through shaped-charge,
medium, 16 per dispenser 1.0 2450

Follow-through shaped-charge,
heavy, 5 per dispen6er 1.0 2450

FAE bomblet, 3 per dispenser 1.0 2450

aDelivered from dive mode.

bDelivered from level flight at 2000 ft altitude.
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III. AIRCRAFT ATTACK

Up to four different types of aircraft can be specified in the

model in terms of their delivery characteristics. For each type of

aircraft, an arbitrary allocation of attackers can be made to each

hangarette area. In the computer program, attacks were assumed to be

in units of 16 surviving aircraft, allocated among the target areas,

but the choice of the unit of 16 was arbitrary and is easily changed.

Attrition was not considered in the model. For the special case of

repeated attacks, the 16 aircraft attack unit was retained.

We will consider first a simple model based on en attack by an

individual aircraft, then treat multiple attacks on a single target

area, and finally the more complicated model of the attack of several

target areas. Examples illustrating the use of this Airbase Attack

Model are given in Appendix A for a single area; the results are then

compared with taose obtained for the same examples using the Quickie

Model of Ref. 3. Appendix B contains results obtained from the Airbase

Attack Model for attacks against the complex of three target areas.

A. INDIVIDUAL AIRCRAFT ATTACK

For attacks from aircraft, the weapons are assumed to be carried

externally on weapon racks and released sequentially (rippled) with a

constant interweapon time determined by an intervalometer; an initial

"pickle" by the pilot sets off the entire release sequence. The perti-

nent delivery conditions are the altitude, speed, and dive angle of the

aircraft when weapon release is initiated; intervalometer setting; re-

lease sequence for the weapons; and the ejection characteristics of the

racks. The aircraft is assumed to hold a constant dive angle during

release. In practice, the release altitude pertains to the last weapon

off, requiring back-figuring to determine the initial weapon release

point. The ballistic trajectories for each weapon, and thus the expected

impact conditions, such as impact location (center of impact, CI), im-

pact angle, and impact velocity may be determined from ballistic tables

of the weapons involved. The set of expected impact points (Cls) for
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all tile weapons in a single-aircraft delivery will be called tiLe

"delivery CI pattern." The center of tile delivery Cl pattern is de-

fined as tile expected Impact point (C) of tile (hynothetical) center

weapon, which is defined as a weapon delivered from a center-line posi-

tion with no side throw. The aiming point is tie desired location

(DPI) of the ,enter of the delivery Cl pattern on the ground; if there

were no errors, it would be the center of the set of impact points.

We thus assume thit. the pilot attempts to choose a release point such

that the expected center of the weapon impact pattern is at the aim

point.

Each weapon trajectory is subject to ballistic errors, which are

:assumed to be ,tnssian and independent of the other weapons. The

ballistic error is usually measured in terms of a standard deviation

in mils (1/ilNO of a radian) normal to the trajectory. The entire

ripple delivery is subject to an aiming error, also assumed gaussian,

which results in a displacement of the pattern center and thus the

whole delivery CI pattern. The aiming error is often expressed as a

CEP (circular error probable) in mils normal to the line of sight from

the release point to the aim point.

On any one delivery, the result of the attack is damage to some

fraction of the target elements in tie target area. We use the ex-

pected fraction of the target elements damaged fd (the average fraction

over repeated identical attacks) as the measure of the effectiveness

of an attack. We note that fd is also the probability of damage to a

single target element averaged over the entire target area. If the

target is a single target element of known location, then the measure

of effectiveness becomes the probability of damage Pd"

A.1 Attack Conditions

Attacking aircraft a,'e specified in the model In terms of (a) re-

lease conditions, such as speed, altitude, and dive angle of the attacker

at initial weapon release, intervalometer setting, and the rack loca-

tions, (b) the weapon loadout in terms of placement and number of weapons

carried, and (c) the aiming accuracy associated with the aircraft for

the particular mode of delivery. The aiming accuracy can be specified
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as CEP in mils normal to the trajectory, CEP on the ground, REP (range

error probable) and DEP (deflection error probable) on the ground, or

as range and deflection standard error (sigma) on the ground.

For each aircraft and weapon type, a set of delivery conditions

must be specified; for the results in Appendix B, a "standard" set of

delivery conditions is assumed and delivery accuracy estimates are made

for each weapon-aircraft combination. These standard attack conditions

are summarized in Table 2 in Appendix B; for each weapon, the loadout

assumed for each attacking aircraft and the corresponding aiming and

ballistic errors are l'sted.

For any single-aircraft attack, the attack conditions (loadout,

release conditions, and accuracy assumptions, such as those given in

Table 2) are combined with an assumed intervalometer setting in a tra-

jectory program to obtain the expected impact point array on the ground

as well as the ballistic and aiming errors in the ground plane. For

a simple delivery of weapons, computer trajectory programs are available

which use an empirical drag function for each weapon to determine the

expected impact points, impact angle, impact velocity, and slant range

from the drop point. Here we use the impact angle, impact velocity,

and slant range of the hypothetical center weapon as the ripple impact

angle, ripple impact velocity, and ripple slant range, respectively,

to determine the ballistic errors in the ground plane, assuming that

all weapons in the delivery have the same ballistic error. The aiming

errors on the ground are assumed to be based on the slant range from

the initial weapon release point to the expected location of the center

of the delivery CI pattern on the ground. In many cases it is suffi-

cient to determine the "stick length" and "stick width" of the delivery

CI pattern instead of the exact location of each CI, where stick length

is the maximum distance in range between weapon Cls and stick width is

the maximum distance in deflection between weapon Cls.

Curves for such parameters as impact angle, impact velocity, slant

range, stick width, and stick length are contained in Ref. 4, the Basic

Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual. The model in this report uses a

JOSS trajectory program adapted from a computer program in Ref. 8, which

was used as the basis for the JMEM curves.
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A.2 Effectiveness Model--Individual Attack Against
:a Single Area Target

The basic model for a single aircraft attack, using a ripple of

weapons (either bombs or dispensers) against a single target or an

area of target elements, is the Quickie Model of Ref. 3. In Section

II.B we specified the vulnerability of the hangarettes by two param-

eters, the floor plan area B(-1) and the vulnerability ratio B(O), or

equivalently the vulnerable area B±-1)_X.B(O). For simplicity we took

this vulnerable area to be a square. Thus, in the terminology of

Ref. 3, we have a "geometric" target, i.e., one for which the proba-

bility of damage if hit Is a constant over a specified geometric area

and zero outside. The equivalent length B(3) and width B(4) for our

target element is thus

B(3) = B(4) (- () (1)

Consider a ripple of N(1) weapons delivered against a rectangular

area of length 2A(l) and width 2A(2), with the attack direction along

the length of the target area. The area contains one or more identical

target elemwnts. The aiming point is assumed to be offset at a point

(u,v) from the target area center (0,0), and the aiming error standard

deviations in rangc and deflection on the ground are designated as

t(l) and t(2), respectively (trajectory parameters are obtained from

the delivery conditions given in Table 2). The fractional expected

damage fd(u,v) to the target area (expected number of elements damaged/

total number in area) may be expressed (see Ref. 3) in general form as

x-u A(1) h,- A(2) dx (2)fduv D~~)h () (1))h t(2)' t(2)] t(1) t(2)'

where D (x,y) is the pattern damage function (to be discussed next)
p

and h(x,A) is the function

x+A

h(x,A) = (e)d_ = G(x + A).- G(x A) (3)I2A 2A

x-A



G(x) is the cumulative gaussian distribution and g(x) is the gaussian

dcusity function, i.e.,

G(x) g(€)dc (4a)

2
exp(-x /2) (g (x) =.(4b)

Note that if only one target element is contained in the area, then

f (u,v) is also the probability that this one randomly located target
d

element is damaged.

The pattern damage function D (x,y) depends on the target-weapon
p

combination, the delivery methods, the number and type of weapons, and

so forth. For the case of an attack against an area of hangarettes by

a ripple of bombs, the pattern damage function D (x,y) is expressed by

formula (3.18) in Ref. 3. The fractional expected damage fd(uv) is

expressed as X(15) in the FORTRAN version of the Quickie Model in Ref. 3.

The pertinent parameters are the number of bombs N(l), the ballistic

standard deviations s(l) and s(2) in range and deflection in the ground

plane, the range and deflection location of the bomb CIs in the CI

pattern [a(i), b(i), i=1,2, ... N(l)], the probability of damage if hit

phd' the bomb reliability Pr , and the length and width dimensions of

the target element on the ground B(3) and B(4). The parameters s(l)

and s(2) and the a(i), b( M are determined, as mentioned earlier, as

tr&jectory parameters, and the bomb reliability p r is obtained from

Ref. 4. The target element parameters B(3) and 4 are given in Eq.

(1), and Phd - .

For the case of an attack against an area of hangarettes by a

ripple of dispensers, the pattern damage function D (x,y) is expressed
p

by formula (4.45) in Ref. 3, and the fractional expected damage fd(uv)

is expressed as X(105) in the FORTRAN version of the Quickie Model in

Ref. 3. The pertinent parameters are the number of dispensers N(L),

the number of subweapons per dispenser N(2), the ballistic error standard
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deviations in range and deflection for each dispenser s(3) and s(4),

the location of the dispensers' CIs in the dispenser C1 pattern a(i)

and b(i), the dispenser reliability r, the subweapon reliability pr'

the probability of damage if hit phd' the equivalent ground dimensions

of the target element B(3) and B(4), and the dispenser length and width

pattern dimensions 2L(1) and 2L(3). As in the bomb case, the parameters

s3), .(4) and the a(i), b(i) are determined as trajectory parameters.

If available, the dispenser and subweapon reliabilities are obtained

from Ref. 4. For our purposes, the dispenser pattern dimensions L(l)

and L(2) are parameterized. The target element vulnerability inputs

B(3) and B(4) are determined, as for bombs, from Eq. (1), and Phd = .

It should be noted that the FORTRAN version of the Quickie Model

does not contain a trajectory subroutine, so that the trajectory param-

eters must be obtained separately. The JOSS version of the Quickie

Model as used in this report has been modified to include the trajectory
subroutine discussed in the previous section. Thus, for a single attack

on a single area, the JOSS version of the Quickie Model may be used to

obtain directly the fractional expected damage from the attack.

A.3 Approximate Effectiveness EquaLions for Individual Attack

The general formula for the fractional expected damage fd(uv)

[Eq. (2)] may be greatly simplified if we make some approximations to

the pattern damage function D (u,v) for each of the case- considered.
p *

In general, we will approximate D (u,v) by a step function D (uv)
p p

over a rectangle, i.e.,

D - L(9) : u L(9) and
Dp(UV) - Pdc if - L(10) : v L(IO)

= 0 otherwise , (5)

where L(9), L(IO), and Pdc are to be determined as discussed below.

We are approximating D (u,v) by the damage function Dp(u,v), which
p p

has a constant damage probability Pdc within the rectangle 2L(9), 2L(IO),

and zero outside. Under this approximation, the expression for fd(uv)

in Eq. (2) beomes

--
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fu L(9) A(1/M F v L(lO) A(2)) 6)

d(u 'v )  Pd 1 t(1) t(l) t(2)1 t(2) t(2)

where the function F(u,L,A) is defined as

F(u,L,A) L h(x - u,A) dx, (7)

-L

and h(x,A) is given in Eq. (3). The function F(u,L,A) may be expressed

as sums of terms in the cumulative gaussian function G(x) and its den-

sity function g(x) using Appendix D of Ref. 3. Further, the function

0, (0.3372), - (0.3372)) REP)

is presented in Ref. 9 as a set of curves in Fig. C-6, where REP =
* *

O.6744[t(l)] and DEP = 0.6744[t(2)], A = 2A, and L = 2L. Note that

L(9) and L(10) are the half dimensions of the approximating rectangu-

lar pattern damage function, and Pdc is the constant damage probability.

We will obtain approximating pattern damage functions for both the bomb

and the dispenser by choosing appropriate values for the three param-

eters L(9), L(10), and Pdc to fit the respective pattern damage func-

tions D (uv).
p*

In fitting a rectangular damage function D (u,v) to a given damage

function D(u,v), we will use the following general procedure. First,

if possible, we will equate MAEs (mean area of effectiveness), where

the MAF of a damage function D(u,v) is defined as

MAE = D(UV) dudv • (8)

Then we will require that the second moments in the u and v direction

be equal, a method similar to fitting an approximating probability

distribution function by equating variances in the u and v directions.
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Consider first a single bomb. The pattern damage function in this
case may be expressed as

1~~~ 
huv 

h~ ()( 
__B3 2 B(4)(9

Dp(U,V) PhdPr s(1)s(2) (s(1-V 2s(1)' s(2 ------2sl)bs(2)' 2s(2)] (9)

where h(u,B) is given in Eq. (3) and B(3) x B(4) is the effective area
of the target element. Let , = PhdPr. The MAE of the pattern damage
function Is thus

MAEp 2- p'B(3)B(4) * (10)

The MAE of the approximating function from Eq. (6) is

MAEp = Pdc4L(9)L(lO)

Equating HAEs, we obtain

dc B()B 4) (12)Pdc ' P 4L(9)L(1O)

Thus, the approximating damage function is

D*(u,v) , , B(3)B(4) - L(9) z u C L(9) andDp zg-M)L0) ' if - L(10) z v :c L(1O)
a 0 otherwise .

(13)

The second moments M(1) and M(2) of the pattern damage function in theu and v directions, using Eq. (9), are

(1) - p'B(3)B(4) + B(
62 

12

M(2) - p'B(3)B(4) 82(2) + 2 (4)12
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The second moments M (1) and M (2) of the approximating damage function,

Eq. (13), are

* (1) p'B(3)B(4)L
2 (9)

3

M (2) p'B(3)B(4)L
2 (10

3

Equating moments, we obtain

Lr(9)3- + 3s (1)a

L(10) = + 3s2(2) . (14b)

For the case of one weapon, then, the fractional expected damage

fd(uv) is approximated by Eq. (6), where Pdc is given by Eq. (1Z) and

the dimensions L(9) and L(1O) of the approximating rectangle !see

Eq. (5)J are given in Eqs. (14a) and (lAb).

Consider now the case of N(1) bombs where N(1) k 2. The stick

length S(1) is defined as the maximum distance in range between bomb

CIs, and stick width S(2) as the maximum distance in deflection. We

define d(l) and d(2) as the mean spacing between bomb CIs in range and

deflection, respectively, so that

S(1) =(N(1) -1) d(l),

S(2) = (N(l) - 1) d(2)

Assume that the bomb CIs are equally spaced in range and deflection,

with spacings d(L) and d(2). Again, equating second moments for the

pattern damage function and the approximating rectangle, we obtain

L(9) and L(0) as follows:
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N(1)+1 Ij)
L (9) N-- 2L) + i(4)) + 3s2(2) (15

If the MAE of the pattern damage function is available, then
p

MAE

Pdc = L(9)L(IO)

At the moment, pattern MAEs can only be obtained by computations; how-

ever, it is possible that certain pattern HAEs obtained in future JMEH

computations will be made available in JMEH publications. If the

pattern MAEp is not available, we must approximate Pdc' We will use

the approximation

(d_1 -,B(I)B(2)n')N(l)/n(Pdc L(9)- 1 - I , (16)

where L(9) and L(lO) are given by Eqs. (15a) and (15b) and n' is given

by

_ ~ ~~L(9), 1a

n' =Mbin N(1), 2(- + I3s2(I)

VB2(1) + 3s82(1)j

B(l)= 3 (17b)
2

B(2) A(41 (17)2

The factor n' is introduced to account for the fact that the bombs are

not actually uniformly distributed over the entire damage pattern but

tend to impact near their respective CIs. The restriction that

iII' Al ii i l i m m
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n' C N(1) is needed for the case where the bombs are widely separated

and have little if any overlap. The correction factor here is in range

only since we are assuming that only one weapon is released per impulse.

If more than one weapon were released per impulse, a correction factor

in deflection would be included. For the bomb case, the approximation

for fd(u,v) is given by Eq. (6), with Pd given in Eq. (16) and L(9),

L(lO) given in Eqs. (15a) and (15b).

Note that we have replaced the actual impact array of the ripple

of bombs by a rectangular pattern of dimension 2L(9), 2L10) of impact

points with the assumption of a uniformly random distribution of the

attack impact points within the pattern. A further refinement is made

in Eq. (16) by assuming the uniform distribution to be confined to a

portion of the overall rectangular pattern rather than the whole par-

tern. This same approximation procedure will be used for the rase of

dispenscr attacks, and extended for multiple attacks, bot. for bombs

and dispensers.

For the case of a ripple of dispensers, with pattern dimensions

2L(l) and 2L(2), we proceed just as for bombs and obtain the following

expressions for the approximating paramcLers L(9), L(1O), and Pdc:

L() ."~l)+l S (1) 2 2L(9) )- + L (1) + 3s (3) , (18a)

= N(1)+I 2

aN(l)+1 S(2) 2 2 2()(1b
L(1O) = N + L (2) +3s(4), (lb)

~d =1- 1- l 1 , } N(2)1,l(2n JN(l)/n' ,(18c)Pdc 1-p ! 2) L(9)L(10 I,(1c

where r is the dispenser reliability and

n' -Min N(l), L(9) (19)
/L2(1) + 3s2(3)
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For the dispenser case, the Approximation for fd(u,v) is given by Eq.

(6), with L(9), L(10), and Pdc given by Eqs. (18a), (18b), and (18c).

Thus, for an attack by a single aircraft against an area of han-

garettes, we may use the Quickie Model and jbtain more precise results

(Quickie function X(15 for bombs and X(105) for dispensers), or we may

use the above approximations developed for the present model, in which

we view the attack as the delivery of a single superweapon using an

equivaient dispenser containing all the weapons delivered in the attack.

These results, for the most part, do not require numerical integration,

as does the Quickie Model, but involve merely the use of known functions.

Example 2 in Appendix A illustrates the single-attack case of a string

of dispensers delivered against a single target area. In this example,

as for all that were checked, the approximation was very close to the

Quickie value for X(105). Equally close approximations were obtained

for the case of bomb delivery; we choose a dispenser example, since in

general thg dispensers were more effective than strings of bombs.

B. MULTIPLE ATTACKS AGAINST A SINGLE AREA TARGET

For the portion of the Airbase Attack Model that deals with a

single target area, we adopted the approximation principles presented

in the previous section, but modified the results slightly because of

the optimization and allocation problems involved in multiple attacks.

The development of the effectiveness portion of the Airbase Attack

Model involves a two-step approximation process; a first approximation

of a single-aircraft attack by a single equivalent dispenser pattern,

as discussed In the previous section, and then a subsequent approxima-

tion for the multiple-attack case, using another larger equivalent

dispenser pattern.

In the case of a multiple attack on a single area, we consider only

attacks by the same type of aircraft, using the same delivery conditions

and the same type of weapons. Thus, the attacks on an area are con-

sidered to be identical except for the aiming points and aiming errors.

We consider only attacks by pairs, i.e., the number of attackers is a

multiple of two. It is implicitly assumed that all attacking aircraft

arrive essentially simultaneously (i.e., no shoot-look-shoot), and that
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the number of attackers are those that survived *o make the bombing

run after incoming attrition. No mixed loads or mixed series of

attacks are considered.

two general methods are considered for positioning the attacks

over an area: the "single-aim" attack and the "independent-aim" attack.

The first method is essentially a formation type attack, with each mem-

ber of the attacking force positioning himself relative to the forma-

tion leader and all attackers releasing on signal from the leader. Ir

this case, one or more waves of attackers make up the formation, with

the attackers assumed to be roughly abreast within waves. The leader

of the forition is assumed to use the center of the area as the aim

point for the formation--i.e., the expected center of all weapon Cls

is placed on the center of the target area. Thus, the total attack on

the single target area can be specified by the number of waves, theK number of aircraft per wave, the range difference between waves, and

the lateral distance between attackers in a wave. Each aircraft is

assumed to hold its position within the formation accurately and to

release its weapons upon the proper signal, so that there is only one

aiming error for the entire formation. For the independent-aim attack

case, the same type of attack formation is specified, but each aircraft

releases independently using an individual aiming point within the tar-

get area; aiming errors are therefore independent. It is assumed that ,

the array of aiming points is preassigned, that each attacker can acquire

his individual aiming point, and that he uses it for his weapon release.

B.l Single Aim

Consider first the single-aim method. As a first approximation,

we replace the pattern resulting from the ripple of dispensers or bomb&

from each attacking aircraft by an equivalent single attack with one

pattern containing all the weapons in the ripple, as in subsection A.

Viewing each individual aircraft attack as being made by one "super-

Weapon," the multiple-aircraft attack can be viewed as an attack by

several superveapons. The common aiming error of the formation can be

considered as the aiming error for the total attack. Hence, the spac-

ing of the expected centers of each superweapon is the spacing between
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attackers in the formation. The "ballistic error" of each superweapon

is zero, since we assume the attackers to hold their relative positions

(the program could easily be modified to include a spacing error if

desired). The superweapon impact pattern size for each aircraft in the

total attack is the same as the size of the impact pattern for a single-

aircraft attack. We thus may use the function X(106) in the Quickie

program (a variation of the function X(105), since there is no additional

ballistic dispersion of the pattern) to obtain the fractional damage to

the area under attack. Example 4 In Appendix A illustrates this case,

using the Quickie Model together with a first superweapon approximation.

The use of the Quickie Model above in conjunction with a first ap-

proximation for the effectiveness of an attack ripple still involves a

double numerical integration routine and thus considerable time on the

computer. We will now make a second approximation, using the same

principles as outlined above. Consider a multiple attack on an area

that consists of N(7) waves or rows of attackers, each wave consisting

of a(8) ckers, with a lateral spacing between attackers in each wave

of d(8) and a range spacing between waves of d(7). As above, approxi-

mate by considering each attacker delivering a ripple of N(a weapons

as an attacker delivering one superweapon consisting of NM. weapons

within a rectangular pattern of size 2L(9), 2L(LO) and an equivalent

damage probability Pdc" (For bombs, these parameters are given in Eqs.

(15a), (15b), and (16) and for dispensers in Eqs. (18a), (18b), and

(18c).) Thus we may view the multiple attack as consisting of N(7).

N(8) superweapons, with aiming points spaced as above (d(7) and d(8)

and with a common aiming error). Following the same procedure, we will

approximate this multiple attack by a single attack in which we have

replaced the N(T). 1N(8) rectangular patterns with one "superpattern"

with dimensions 2L(1l), 2L(12) and a damage probability parameter Pdc

The stick length S(3) and stick width S(4) are now given by

S(3) - (N(7) - 1) d(7) , (20a)

S(4) - (N(8) - 1) d(8) . (20b)
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For this single-aim case, the equivalent ballistic error for the super-
pattern is zero. Thus, simila-r to Eqs. (15), (16), and (!'!), me ap-
proximating parameters L(1, L(1_(, and dc are given as follows:

L(ll) = N(7)U-1 + L (9) , (21a)

L(12) = iN(8)-I ( 2 + L2 (l0) , (21b)

S" L (9) L (10)n* N(7)N(8)/n*
Pdc 1 - 1 - PdL(ll)L(12) , (21c)

where L(9), L(_0), and Pdc are the appropriate approximating parameters
to replace those for bombs in Eqs. (14) and (15) or for dispensers in
Eq. (18), the equivalent stick parameters S(3) and S(4) are given in
Eq. (20), and n is given by

* {Min [14(7) , ] {Min[N (8) , E(12)] .(22)

Using Eq. (20), we may rewrite the expressions for L(ll) and L(12) as

L(11) = N-) + L2(9) , (23a)

L(12) + L 2 (1) • (23b)

We note that our correction factor it is now applicable both In range
and deflection. The effectiveness portion of the Airbase Attack Model
is based on the above two-step approximation as expressed in Eqs. (21)
and (23).
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Example 3 in Appendix A, using the same case as in the example

computed by the Quickie Model, provides a comparison between the QuickieIand the Airbase Models for a single area; although not all check runs
produced as close a correspondence (0.501 versus 0.502) in fractional
expected damage, for the single-aim case the differences were found

generally in the third significant figure, as in this example. Even

when there was some difference between the results of the two models

for a single area, the relative values of the fractional expected dam-

age for the several different cases remained about the same. The Air-

base Attack Model therefore appears adequate for comparisons of different

aircraft and munitions. If absolute values are desired, spot checks

should be made using the more precise Quickie Model.

B.2 Independent Aim

In the independent-aim method of attack, each attacker indepen-

dently attacks his own aiming point. We assume that each attacker is

able to identify, acquire, and attack his particular assigned aiming

point. For this case, the attacks are not necessarily made by flying

in formation, but we assume no correlaticn between attacks nor feedback

from one to another. As a first approximation, we again replace each

attacker's ripple of dispensers by an equivalent superweapon having a

single equivalent expected impact pattern that contains all the weapons

of the individual attack. This equivalent superweapon is the same as

that used above in the case of single aim. However, in this case, the

function X(105) in the Quickie program is applicable, since now the

aiming error for each single attack, being independent, can be entered

in the Quickie program as ballistic dispersion for the equivalent super-

weapon, i.e., the ballistic dispersion of the superweapon is used as a

proxy for the aiming error of the ripple of munitions. The aiming error

for the whole attack is zero, since there are no common aiming errors.

Agai,., the use of the Quickie Model in conjunction with a first

approximation for the effectiveness of an independent ripple attack re-

quires considerable computer time. We therefore make a second approxi-

mation, tnis time of a slightly differeut nature. Consider as before a

multiple attack consisting of N(P7 waves or rows of attackers, each wave
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consisting of N8) attackers, with a lateral spacing of d(7) and a

range spacing of d(8). Unlike the single-aim case, each ottacker in-

dependently aims at his assigned aiming point (not necessarily at the

same time; note that we assume that each attacker can find his assigned

aim point, even though there may be some time interval between attacks).

Each superweapon is subject to an independent error--the attacker aim-

ing error. Given that the spacing in the aiming point array I-s been

chosen, we first consider each attacker individually and obtain the

fractional expected damage to the area target due solely to this at-

tacker aiming at his aim point. Thus, for each attacker, J l,2,

N(7), N(8), with the aiming point at (a, j ), and using Eq. (6), the

fractional damage fj is given by

(1)F a -)' A") F A( , (24)
ft(2)' t(2) t2))

where L(9), 1L0), and Pdc are the approximating parameters for bombs

[Eqs. (15) and (16)] or dispensers [Eq. (18)]. In general, the f will

be different, since the aiming points are different. If we treat f as

a probability of damage, then the total probability of damage fd is

given by

f d '.i 1 - IT (1 - fj . (25)
J.1

The exact fractional expected damage to the target area is not given

by this expression. However, under the conditions that the aiming

points are well scattered over the area, or when the aiming errors are

large, fd is a very good approximation to the fractional damage. In

the Airbase Attack Model we make this approximation for the independent-

aim case; thus we need only to determine the fractional expected damage

for each attacker individually.

C. AIRBASE ATTACK MODEL

The previous section discussed an effectiveness model (an approxi-

mation to the Quickie Model) which computes specified input conditions
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and gives the fractional expected damage to a given target area. For

the Airbase Attack Model we consider a complex of several target areas,

each containing a specified number of hangarettes; our effectiveness

criterion is the expected number of hangarettes (or sheltered aircraft)

damaged. Further, we consider different types of aircraft and weapons,

different delivery conditions and accuracies, different vulnerabilities

for the hangarettes, different aiming modes and spacing of the aircraft

attacks, different allocations of aircraft to the target areas, and

different sizes of dispenser patterns. In order to consider all these

varying conditions, we have designed the Airbase Attack Model in four

major sub.,ections or subroutines: (1) the Input/Output Section, (2)

the Optimization Section, (3) the Trajectory Section, and (4) the Ef-

fectiveness Se.tlon. Figure 2 is a flow chart diagram of the Airbase

Attack Model. We next discuss each of the fuur subsections and their

functions.

C.1 Effectiveness Section

The Effectiveness Section contains the effectiveness model for

both single and independent aiming modes. It is an approximation to

the Quickie Model and its precision can be considered to lie between

the model used in the Basic JMEM, Ref. 4, and the Quickie Model, Ref. 3.

A printout of the Effectiveness Section of the JOSS program appears in

Appendix A. The model determines the effectiveness of a specific attack

against a given area target in terms of the fractional expected damage,

designated function X(15) if the weapon is a bomb type and function

X(14) if a dispenser type. These designations correspond to the re-

spective Quickie Model functions X(15) and X(105).

Except for inputs required from the Trajectory Section, such as

the average spacing within a ripple of bombs or dispensers, the ballis-

tic errors on the ground, and, when appropriate, the aiming errors on

the ground, the inputs for the Effectiveness Section come primarily

from the Tnput/Output Section. The desired aiming mode (single or

independent) is determined in the program by an indicator variable set

in the Input/Output Section. The output, either X(4) or X(15), is fed

back into the Optimization Section until an optimum is determined. This
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optimum effectiveness, together with the optim .m attack conditions, is

then fed into the output part of the input/Output Section.

C.2 Trajectory Section

The Trajectory Section routine is similar to the JMEM trajectory

routine used on the Wang computer and given in Ref. 8. Using delivery

condition inputs such as the dive angle, altitude, velocity, and inter-

valometer setting of the attacker, and the ballistic and aiming errors

in mils, it provides as output the expected impact pattern of the

ripple of weapons, and the ballistic and aiming errors on the ground.

For our approximation in the Effectiveness Section, it provides an

average spacing of weapons in the ripple rather than the exact Impact

point of each one. A printout of the JOSS Trajectory Section is con-

tained in Appendix A.

C.3 Optimization Section

The Optimization Section is designed to obtain the intervalometer

setting and spacing of attacking aircraft which, in some sense, maximize

the effectiveness of a multiple-aircraft attack against a single target

area. The parameters considered are the intervalometer setting d(O),

in seconds, the lateral spacing between each attackcr within a wave

d(8), and the range spacing between waves d(7). A printout of the JOSS

Optimization Section is contained in Appendix A.

The optimization model for the single-aim case is somewhat simpler

and will be discussed first. In this case the lateral spacing d(8) is

optimized first, using fixed values d(0) w 0.1 and d(7) - 600, to find

the value of d(8) which maximizes the effectiveness as determined by

the effectiveness subroutine. Then using this value of d(8), an opti-

mum value of d(O) is obtained (the value of d(O) was restricted in the

program to be between 0.1 and 0.5, representing the practical range of

existing intervalometers; the range is easily changed if desired).

Finally, using the optimum values of d(8) and d(O), the optimum value

of d(7) is determined. The outputs from the Optimization Section are

the optimal values d(O), d(7), and d(8) and the corresponding optimum

effectiveness (fractional expected damage) X(15) or X(14). The optimum
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values thus obtained are not actual maximums because at each step only

a conditional optimum is obtained for fixed values of the other two

parameters. A more precise optimization would result from a second

iteration. However, although a second iteration sometimes produced

marginally better effectiveness results, there was no appreciable im-

ptovement in any of the cases tried. It was therefore felt that one

iteration was sufficient for most purposes.

For the case of independent aim, a slightly different optimization

model is used. Although the effectiveness model of the previous sec-

tion gives a very good approximation to the fractional expected damage

for ary reasonable specified aiming point array, it cannot be used to

determine the optimal. spacing of attacks because it indicates that maxi-

mum effectiveness is achieved when all daliveries are aimed at the

center of the target area. The reason for this anomaly is that the

approximation used in determining the effectiveness is good only when

the aiming points are fairly well uniformly scattered over the target

area. For the case of all deliveries aimed at the centEr, the approxi-

mation is no longer valid. We therefore need to determine an "optimal"

set of delivery conditions (d(O), d(W), and d(_U) by some other means.

For this we determine a "good" set of conditions by making the same

,second approximation for the independent case as for the single-aim

case in subsection B.1 above.

First, as before, we approximate each attacker delivering N(l)

weapons by a delivery of one superweapon with parameters L(9), L(191,

and Pdc As before, we view the multiple attack as consisting of

N(7) x N(8) superweapons, with an aiming -,oint array having a lateral

spacing of d(8) and a range spacing of d(7). Following the saMe pro-

cedure as used before, we arproximate this multiple attack by a single

attack in which we have replaced the N(7) x N(8) rectangular patterns

with one superpattern with parameters 2L(11), 2L(12), ani Pdc" The stick

length S(3) and stick width S(4) are as given in Eq. (20). For the

independent-aim case, however, the equivalent ballistic error for this

superpattern is not zero but rather the aiming error for each individual

attack, i.e., tQ1 and t 2). Further, for this case the aiming error

for the superattack is zero. The app':oxiwiting parameters L(11), L(12),

and pdc are sirnilar to Eq. (21) and are given by
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L() + L 2 (9) +3t2 (1) (26a)

L(12) 'N(8)+ (4)2 + 2 t2 (

* I9)L___)n (7)N(8)n*
Pdc 1 - Pdc L(11)L(12) , (26c)

where L(9), L(O), &nd are the appropriate approximating parameters
for bombs or dispenserst-and n is given by Eq. (22). The exjtessofi

for effectiveness In this case is obtained from Eq. (6), using L(li) add
L(12) instead of L9j and It(IO__ and settifig Ml___) and t(2 equal to Seto.

From expressions contained in Ref. 3, it can be shown that the following

limit holds:

IimF (
tP *, t, = F (uL,A) I y(U + L,A# - y(U - L,A) (27)

where

y(u,A) - 0 if u < -A

u+A
y(u,A) - -- if -A - u ! A (28)

y(uA) - 1 if u > A

Thus, from Eq. (6), we obtain for this case

(uv) = p * F* (u,L(l1), A(1)) F*( v,L(12), A(2)) (29)

where F Is defined in Eq. (27) and the parameters L(11), L(2, and

Pdc in Eq. (26).
For tt* indepei.Jent-aim case, then, we obtain our "good" delivery

conditions d- , d(?), and d(8) based on the effectiveness given in
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Eq. (29). Through experience we found that delivery conditions d(O),

d(7), and d(8) thus obtained were indeed close to optimum when used

in the model for independent aim in subsection B.2. Thus the optimi-

zation routine uses the effectiveness as given in Eq. (29) to determine

our choice of d(O), d(7), and d(8). We computed the final effective-

ness, however, by entering these inputs into the model as given by
Eqs. (24) and (25). The effectiveness answer obtained using Eq. (29)
was not greatly in error, but we found that Eqs. (24) and (25) gave

more precise results, where the standard of precision is the result

given by the most complex model available. The "optimum" effectiveness,

with respect to the delivery conditions, has a broad maximum, so that

the "quasi-optlmum" conditions obtained are sufficiently close for our

purpose and probably are on the conservative side.

C.4 Input/Output Section

The Input/Output Section Is the control section for the Airbase

Attack Model. It requests needed inputs, computes others internally
as needed§ requests the attack allocation, directs the computations

over the range of aircraft and over the areas of the target complex,

assembles the outputs from the optimization section, and provides an

output printout of the results of the attack, including the effective-

ness in terms of the fractional damage to each area and the total ex-

pected number of hangarettes damaged.

A printout of the JOSS Input/Output Section (parts 59 through 65)

is contained in Appendix A. Part 59 is a direct input subroutine that

requests the various general inputs required, such as the aiming mode,

target vulnerability parameters, type of weapon, number, size, and con-

tents of the target areas, dispenser parameters (where appropriate),

and types of aircraft considered, including their delivery conditions,

loadouts, and accuracies. Part 61 sets forth the characteristics of

each aircraft type and directs the program over the different types

*In a JOSS routine, all statements are numbered; a part N (an

integer) consists of all statements (usually related) numbered between
N and N+1. Thus part 59, for instance, consists of all statements
numbered greater or equal to 59 and less than 60.

. .
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r Pare 62 requests t:he allocation of attack aircraft to target

z tas :, asignsi the ;ittack plan in terms of the number of waves and

the nunber of aircraft per wave. The number of waves and the number

of aircraft per wave for each target area are determined within the

subroutine according to the number of aircraft allocated to the target

area. Part 63 sets the hangarette vulnerable area. Part 64 directs

the program computation over the various target areas, collects the

fractional expected damage to each area, computes the total expected

number of hangarettes damaged and prints these as the final results.

Part 65 directs, for each target area, the computation of the opti-

mum effectiveness by the Optimization Section. For each area J, of which

there may be up to four, it assigns the respective o0timum fractional

damage values. Further, it computes twa sets of allocation indicators,

W(j) and W(-J), which serve as a guide to determine the optimum alloca-

tion of attackers to areas. W(J) is an approximation to the increase

in effectiveness for the respective target areas if two more attackers

are added to the allocation against that area. W(-J) is an approximation

to the decrease in effectiveness if two fewer attackers are allocated

against that area. Thus, tk- optimum allocation of attackers is not

built into the program but is accomplished by trial and error. An orig-

inal guess is made for the initial allocation; a better allocation is

then obtained from the allocation indicators. In general, the indicators

provided a good criterion of optimum allocation. At times, when the

indicators are close, the actual optimum might be slightly different,

but the difference in effectiveness would be very slight. For each tar-

get area considered, a printout gives the optimum effectiveness _0),

the optimum conditions d(O), d(7), and d(8), and the values of the pair

of allocation indicators Y(a and -j .

D. COMPUTATION'RESULTS

The JOSS Airbase Attack Model was used to obtain attack effective-

ness for the "standard" attack conditions givefa in Table 2 of Appendix 3

against the target complex discussed in general in Section ILA and

specified in Appendix B. The basic results tre in Appendix B, using
"standard" parameter values and assumptions for the model. Also in
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Appendix B, several variations in assumptions and parameters are given,

varying one factor at a time to obtain some measure of the sensitivity

of the results; the case of night or all-weather attacks is considered,

for which the model is slightly different. The effect of variations

in the delivery accuracy is discussed. All of these results are ob-

tained either by direct use of the JOSS Airbase Attack Model or by very

simple modifications in the model.
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IV. RPV ATTACK

The remotely piloted vehicle (RIV) attack is patterned after the

aircraft attack, so that direct oompatisons can eaily be made between

the two types of attack. The Airbase Attack iHdel for aircraft attack

is easily modified for the RPV case. The sae basic target configura-

tion is used; the hangarette areas, the type of hangarettes, and the

types of weapons are the same. In general, the basic model for the RPV

attack is based on independent attacks of either 4 or 16 Rt'Vs against

a particular hangarette area. Multiple attacks are considered in turn

'against each of the target areas. The final allocation of attacks be-

tween areas and the total expected damage from the whole attack are

obtained by hand from the single-area attack results.

A. ATTACK CONDITIONS

Three basic attacking RPVs were modeled, the RNS I, RMS III, And

R1MS IV (see Ref. 7). For present, purposes, the aajor differences are

defined in terms of their respective loadout capabilities, i.e., weapons

per RPV. For each of the three types of yeapons considered (MK-82 bombs,

RES-LEKs, and clustered Zuni rockets), the same standard delivery con-

ditions were assumed as for a comparable aircraft attack using the same

weapon. If more than one weapon is carried per RPVp it was assumed that

the weapons could be released at intervals, as for the aircraft attack. 4

It was assumed that each RPV is independently ained and that it is pos-

sible to choose an array of optimum aiming points for the whole attack.

Table 19 in Appendix D gives a susmary of the RPV weapon attack condi-

tions considered "standard" for the IPV attack computations.

B. MULTIPLE ATTACK--SINGLE TARGET AREA

Multiple RPV attacks on a single area are treated similarly to

aircraft attacks--we consider only attacks by the same type of UPVs

using the same delivery conditions and type of weapons. Thus the at-

tacks are considered identical except for the aiming points and aiming

errors. Attacks are assigned to an area in terms of multiples of a

See Table 1 for descriptions.
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unit number of weapons per attack, which differs slightly depending on

the number N(l) and type of weapons carried per RPV. (The unit number

must be divisible by N(l).) For instance, for N(j! - 4 dispensers, the

attack unit number was 32 weapons (8 vehicles) and attacks were con-

sidered for 32, 64, 96j 128, and 164 weapons. For the results in Appen-

dix D, the value for N(l) was 2, 6, or 8 for bombs, and 1, 4, and 5 for

dispensers. However, the model allows a choice of N(l) from 1 to 20,

except for the prime numbers 11, 13, 17, and 19. In all cases, an in-

dependent aim was assumed. Further, for any specific case, as for air-

craft, the total array of aiming points was chosen to maximize the

expected damage. However, the aiming point array was limited to not

more than five aiming points on any lateral line of points of the array.

No restriction was placed on the spacing of the array in range. The

same optimization program used by the aircraft attack model was used,

i.e.j we optimized the effectiveness with. z:spect to the interval be-

tween weapons, the range spacing, and the lateral spacing of the aim

points.

It was found more expedient for the RPV attacks to consider each

area separately, rather than obtain directly an optimum allocation be-

tween the different h irette target areas. Thus, the Airbase Attack

Model is modified tc -onsider a range of attacks for each area and the

resulting expected damagei each based on its particular optimization.

This modification results, for any case considered, in a table of re-

sults for each of the target areas, and these tables may then be used

to obtain by hand an optimum allocation table and the corresponding

values for the expected datage. There are thus two sets of tables for

any particular case, the ditect model output in terms of indiiidual

target area damage and a consolidated total dmage table based or. an

optimum allocation between areas. Zxamples are shown in Tables 20 and

23 in Appendix D for an MK-82 RPV attack.

C. AIRASE RPV ATTACK MODEL

The RPV Airbase Attack Model con;ains the same general subsectiuns

as the basic Airbase Attack Model described in Section III.C, and the

flow diagram in Fig. 2 holds. The Input/Output Section has been somewhat
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changed because a different type of output is desired. In the JOSS

computer model, only this subroutine has been significantly changed.

The description of the Effectiveness and Trajectory Sections in Sec-

tion III remain valid for the RPV model and use the JOSS subroutines in

Appendix A. The Optimization Section is slightly changed and the JOSS

subroutine is in Appendix C.

The Input/Output Section is similar to that in the aircraft attack

model; it is the control section for the RPV attack model, requesting

needed inputs, computing others internally where needed, directing the

computations over the range of attack size, the different target areas,

and the different types of RPVs. The output printout, in this case,

is a table of the number of RPVs used, the number of weapons carried,

the fractional expected damagei the expected number of hangarettes

damaged, and the damage difference, according to target area and type

of RPV. The damage difference column, used when determining the opti-

mum allocation, gives the incremental expected damage for additional

attacks on the particular area. A listing of the JOSS Input/Output

Section is in Appendix C. Part 59, the direct input subroutine, is

the same as for the aircraft case and is contained in Appendix A. Part

61 sets the characteristics of each RPV type and directs the program

over the different types desired. Part 62 sets the unit number of

attacking weapons, while part 63 sets the hangarette vulnerable area.

Part 64 directs the computation over the various target areas, and for

each area directs the attack over the multiples of the unit attacks.

Part 65, for each area and each attack assignment, sets the attack plans

in terms of the number of waves of RPVs and the number per wave, directs

the computation of the optimum effectiveness by the Optimization Sec-

tion, and prints out a table of results in terms of the expected frac-

tional damage and the expected number of haigarettes damaged, area by

area, as a function oi the number of RPVs and weapons assigned. Note

that for the RPV case, the area allocation indicators have been omitted,

since the tables will be used to allocate between areas.

D. EFFECTIVENESS RESULTS FOR RPV ATTACKS

The JOSS RPV Airbase Attack Model was used to compute the attack

effectiveness results for the conditions given in Table 19, Appendix D.
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The basic results are in Appendix D, using "standard" parameter values

and assumptions for the RPV model. Two variations explore the sensi-

tivity of the results as one varies the vulnerability of the hangarettes

and the hangarette density in the target areas.
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Appendix A

AIRBASE ATTACK MODEL--AIRCRAFT ATTACK

This appendix contains the basic Airbase Attack JOSS program used

for the aircraft attack computations. There is a complete listing of

the basic program and a complete computer run for an attack on the

hangarette complex with dispensers carrying REB-LEK weapons (see Table

8 in Appendix B). Examples of the model operation include both single-

aim and independent-aim variations with the other parameters held con-

stant. To compare the Airbase Attack Model aid the Quickie Model,

examples are shown that use the REB-LEK weapon, one type of aircraft

only, and assume attack against only one area.

JOSS PROGRAM FOR AIRBASE ATTACK BY AIRCRAFT

As discussed in Section II, the Airbase Attack Model is divided

into four main sections: (1) Input/Output, (2) Optimization, (3) Tra-

jectory, and (4) Effectiveness; see Fig. 2 for a schematic flow diagram.

To run the sensitivity variations in Appendix B, minor modifications

were made as necessary to the basic computer model to vary the desired

parameters. In most cases, these modifications are self-explanatory.

For the case of random independent aiming points in variation (b), the

index n(100) is set equal to 2; for the standard c.nditious, n(100) - 0

calls for the case of single aim, while n(100) - 1 calls for the inde-

pendent-aim case. The use of tl.e program is illustrated by the example

on p. 49ff.

The JOSS Airbase Attack program is containeO in special library

JOSS file JOO1O.A1682. The subroutines comprising the aircraft-attack

version are filed under two item names:

ABACinpt
ABACprog

The input section of the input/output subroutine is contained in ABACinpt,

and the remaining subroutines are in ABACprog.

Pf.cld1t1 Ogg blahk
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Input/Output Routine

The direct input part of the input/output routine is filed as ttem

ABACinpt. To obtain access to this subroutine, command "Recall ABACinpt

from file J0010.A1682." It is activated by the comma'ad "Do part 59."

The necessary direct inputs will be requested, part 59 will be deleted,
and the remainder of the Aircraft attack program will be recalled. The

remainder of the input/output routine is contained in file item ABACprog
in file JOOlO.A1682 and is composed of parts 60 through 65; these parts
are the major portion of this subroutine and may be used over and over.

To activate this portion, i.e., to make another computation without using

the direct input part* change whichever inputs are desired and command

"Do part'60." A listing of the input/output routine printout is pre-

sented on p. 40.

Optimization Routine

The optimization routine is organized in three parts, 96, 97, and

99. Part 96 optimizes the lateral spacing d(8). The intervalometer

setting is set to d(O) - 0.1 and the range spacing d(7) - 600. The min-

imum spacing allowable for d(8) is 50 ft. Part 97 optimizes the inter-

valometer setting d(O), using the same value of d(7) - 600, but the

optimum value of d(8). The value of d(O) is constrained to the interval

0.1 to 0.5 sec and is determined to the nearest tenth of a second. Part

99 optimizes the range spacing d(7). The minimum spacing for d(7) is

400 ft and the optimum spacing is determined to the nearest 100 ft.

This subroutine is usually not used by itself; however, if it is desired

to use it, the activation command is "Do part 96." A listing of this

routine is given on p. 44.

Trajectory Routine

The trajectory routine is composed of parts 90, 91, and 92. Using

delivery condition inputs such as dive angle, altitude, velocity, and

intervalometer setting of the attacker, it computes expected impact

points, impact angles, and slant ranges: it ccnverts the slant ranges

and the ballistic and aiming errors (in mils) to ballistic and aiming

errors on the groi nd aimn to activate this subroutine is "Do

part 90." A listing of the subroutine is given on p. 45.
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Effectiv ness Routine

The effectiveness routine is composed of parts 15, 16, 17, 18, and

19. It has been set up to compute the effectiveness of either dispensers

(X(14)) or bombs (X(15)). Two primary aiming modes are available, depend-

ing on the value of the index n(100). Part 15 computes the effectiveness

of either bombs or dispensers for a single-aim mode, as given in Section

III.B. It is also used in the independent-aim mode (n(100) = 1) to de-

termine the optimum spacing and intervalometer setting, as given in

Section III.C. The final effectiveness computations for the independent-

aim mode is then made using parts 16, 17, and 19, based on the results

of Section III.B. As a special case, there is available a third aiming

mode, random aim, which is computed if n(lO0) = 2. The command to acti-

vate this subroutine is "Do part 15." A listing of the effectiveness

routine is given on p. 47.
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Input/Output Routine

File Item ABACINPT, File JOO10.A16b22

39 **Inputs.
59.1 Set n=O.
59.11 Type "For independent aim, set aim index to 1;single aim, 0.
59.12 Demand n(1O0) as "Aiming Method Index".
59.13 Line.
59.15 Type "If dispensers are used, set weapon index to 1; if bombs, 0".
59.16 Demand j as "Weapon Index".
59.17 Set k:[J=1:14;15].
59.175 Line.
59.18 Set n(k)=1
59.19 Let n be sparse.
59.2 ***Tarret Inputs.
59.21 lype "One to lour separate target areas may be used.'.
59.215 Line.
59.22 Demand M as ,Number of Tartet areas".
59.23 Set 101.
59.235 Line.
59.24 Type 1 in form 90.
59.25 Demand A(10+1) as "Target Area in 10**6 sq ft".
59.26 Demand w(l) as "io of Shelters in Target Area".
59.265 Line.
59.27 To step 59.3 if' 1=M.
59.28 Set 1=1+1.
59.29 To step 59.24.

' 59.3 Demand B(-1) as 'Shelter Ground Plane Area".
59.31 Demand B(O) as -Vulnerability hatio".17 59.32 Demand p as "Weapon reliability".
59.33 To step 59.4 if n(15)=1.
59.34 Demand L(1) as "Dispenser Pattern Half' Length, feet".
59.35 Demand L(2) as "Dispenser Pattern Hal' Width, feet".
59.36 Demand 11(2) as "Number of Bomblets in Dispenser".
59.39 Line.
59.4 **&Aircraft Inputs.
59.41 Type "One to four aircraft types may be used.".
59.412 Demand I as "N1-umber of aircraft types".

59.425 Line.
59.43 Set mr1.
59.44 Type m in form 91.
59.45 Demand N(-m) as "Number of Weapons".
59.46 Demand V(-m-1) as "Aircraft Speed, knots".
59.47 Demand v(-m-1) as "Aircraft Dive Angle, degrees".
59.48 Demand z(-m-1) as "Altitude of last weapon off, ft".
59.482 Demand u(-m) as "Outboard Station Offset, ft".
59.484 Demand v(1OO+m) as "Outboard Rack Throw Angle, degrees".
59.485 To step 59.5 if' m>1.
59.49 Line.
59.491 Type "If aiming accuracy is specifieo as CEP in mils, set".
59.492 Type "accuracy index to 0; if CEP on groundto 1; if REP".
59.493 Type "and DEP on ground to 2; if range and deflection ".
59.494 Type ',standard deviation on the ground, to 3".
59.495 Demand t(0) as "Accuracy Index".
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59.496 Line.
59.5 To step 59.55 it' t(O)>O.59.51 Demand t(10+m) as "CEP, mils".
59.52 To step 59.7.
59.55 To step 59.6 if t(O)>1.59.56 Demand t(30+m) as "CEP, ground, feet".59.57 To step 59.7.
59.6 To step 59.65 if t(O)z3.
59.61 Demand t(40+2.1) as "kEP, feet".59.6? Demand t( 4 0*2m) as "DEP, feet".~59.63 To step 59.7.

59,65 Demand t(50+2*m.) as "Range St Dev, feet".59.66 Demand t(50+20m) as "Derlection St Dev, feet".
59.7 To step 59.8 if mI.
59.71 Line.
59.75 Set mzm+1.
59.76 To step 59.44.59.8 To part 60.

60.1 Delete part 59.60.11 Recall ABACprog from file J001O.A1682.

File Item ABACPHOG, tile JOO10.A1bb2

60.1 tGo.
60.11 **Go.
60.13 Type form 55 if n(100),.
60.14 Type form 56 if n(100)=O.
60.15 Line.
60.16 Set =arg(-1,0)
60.2 To part 61.
61.05 **Aircra't Values.

~~61.1 Set m=l. 
;

61.2 Set N(1)=?j(-m).
61.21 Set V(-1)=V(-m-1).
61.22 Set v(-1)=v(-m-1).
61.23 Set Z(-1)=z(-r-1).
61.24 Set u(4)=u(-m).
61.25 Set v(lOO)=v(1oo+.n)arg(.

1 ,0 )1 180 .61.3 To step 61.4 if t(O)>O.
61.31 Set t(7) = t(10 m)/11774.
61.32 Set t(8)=t(7).
61.33 To step 61.7.
61.4 To step 61.5 if t(O)>I.
61.41 Set t(1)tt(30+m)/1.1774.
6..42 Set t(2)=t(1).
61.4"3 To step 61.7.
61.5 To step 61.6 if t(O)=3.
61.52 Set t(1)=t(4O 2*n,-1)/.6744.
61.53 Set t(2)=t(40+2#rn)/.6744.
61.54 To step 61.7.
61.6 Set t(1)=t(50+2m1).
61.61 Set t(2):t(50 2*m).
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61.7 **Other Values.
61.9 Set N(3)=N(i).
61.91 Set N(6)xi
61.915 Set N(4)--u(4)=O:1;2].
61.92 Set N(IO)=N(6)/N(4).
61.925 Set d(1O)zu(4).
61.93 Set V(1):6.
61.94 Set s(7):5.
61.945 Set s(8):5.
61.95 Set uW1):0.
61.955 Set u(2)=O.
61.965 Set d(5)=2.
61.97 Do part 62.
61.98 Done if* mzI.
61.985 Set m:m+1.
61.99 To step 61.2.

62.02 Line.
62.03 Type m in rorm 231.
62.05 Set ]=1.
62.1 Type 1 in form 230.
62.11 Demand N(50+l) as "Planes Assigned".
62.12 Set N(7)=N(50 1).
62o13 Set N(100+2*1-1)=(N(7)=O:O;N(7)<:4:1;N(7)<=10:2;N(7)=12:3;N(7)>=16:4).
62.14 Set N(100+2e1)f[N(7)=0:O;N(7)/N(100 2*1-1)].
62.2 To step 62.4 if 1:M.
62.25 Set 1=1+1.

_ 62.3 To step 62.1.
62.4 Line.
62.45 To part 63.

63.1 Set B(1):sqrt(E(O)*I(-1))/2.
63.11 Set B(2):B(1).
63.3 Do part 64.

64.1 Set d(7):600.
64.11 Set X:0.
64.12 Let X be sparse.
64.13 Set W:O.
64.15 Set A(-I)=2.
64.2 Do part 65 for 1:1(I)H.
64.205 Line.
64.21 Set X(5):sum(1:1(1)M:w(1)*X(1)).
64.22 Type form 52.
64.23 Type form 53.
64.7 Type B(O),X(1),X(2),X(3),X(4),X(5) in form 51.
64.8 Line.

65.04 Type form 49 it' 1 :1.
65.11 Type 1 in form 80.
65.14 Set A(2):10"3*sqrt(A(iO+1)/A(-1))/2.
65.15 Set A(1)=A(2)*A(-I).
65.2 Set N(7)=N(100+2*1-1).
65.21 Set N(8):N(100 201).
65.22 To step 65.9 if N(7)*N(8)=O.
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65.4 Do pa t 96.65.41 Set X(I)=[n(15)*l-X(15);X(14)j.

65-43 Set
65.44 Set
65.45 Set W(-I)x[Z=O:O;W(1)/Z).
65.456 To step 65.5 it' N(7)*N(b)=l.
65.46 Type d(7),d(8),d(O),X(1),W(l),W(..) in form 50.
65.47 Done.
G5.5 Type _,..,d(O),X(1),W(l),W(.1) in torm 50.
65.51 Done.
65.9 Set X(1)=O.
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Optimization Routine

File Item ABACPR(OG, File J0010.A1682

96.06 To part 97 if n(100)=2.
96.1 Set d(O)z.1.
96.? Set q:1.
96.21 Do part 90.
96.22 Set d(b):q#50.
96.25 Do part 15.
96.26 Set T(q)x(n(15)xj:X(15);X(14)].
96.28 To step 96.4 if -j-1.
96.3 To step 96.8 if T(o)<zT(q-1).
96.4 Set qtq+l.
96.-41 To step 96.22.
96.8 Set d(8)z(q-j)§50.
96.801 To part 97.

97.11 Set qal.
97.2 Set d(0)xq*.1.97.3 Do part go.
97,31 Do Part 15.
97.4 Set T(q)#(n(15)*1:X(15);X(14)].
97.415 To step 97.5 if acl.
97.42 To step 97.81 if T(q)<:T(q-1).9Y(.421 To step 97.9 if q*5.

97.5 Set qzq+l.
97.6 To step 97.2.
97.81 Set d(0):(q-1) .1.
97.82 To part 99.
97.9 Set d(0)=q4.1.
97.95 To part 99.

99.05 To step 9996'ir o(1OO)s2.
99.1 Set Q*4.
99.12 Dc part 96.
99.2 Set d(7)iq*100.
99.25 Do part 15.
99.26 Set T(q)x(n(15)x1.*X(15);X(14)).
99.28 To step 99.4 it' qx4.
99.3 To step 99.8 if T(q)<zT(q-1).
99.4 Set qzq+1.
99.41 To step 99.2.
99.8 Set d(7)*(q-1)10O0.
99.96 Do part 90.
99.961 Do part 15.
99.97 Done if n(100)\*1.
99.98 Do part 16 If n(1OO)il.

I,.; . . .



Trajectory Routine

File Item ABACPHUG, file J0010.A1682

90.055 Set &*0.
90.065 Sett e..(b,)10

90.065 Set v(0)zv(-l)fe.
90.07 Set z(I):z(-l),(N(3)-1)*V(Q)bd(0)*sini(v(0)).
90.09 Let v be sparse.
90.091 Let a be sparse.
90.092 Let b be sparse.
90.1 Set V(2)zsqrtEV(0)**2,VC1)002J.
90.25 Do part 91 f'or jxO.
90.26 Done If d(5)\s2.
90.3 Do part 91 for jsl,N(3).
90.31 Set t(9)xt(1).674I.
90.32 Set t(10)zt(2)#.6744.
90.34 Set D(3)slmsx(j I1)()a))m( sC)():j)J
90.3141 Set d(3)sE(1(3) s1:O;tD(3)/(N(3).1)3.
90-355 To step 90.365.
90.36 set D(4)a~max(jslI)N(1) :b~j))-min( jslIC)N(1):b(j))3.
90.365 Set D(4)x2#bCO).
90.366 Set d(*)t[(C)sl:0;D(4)/(N(4)-13

90.371 Set d(9)z(d(4)-d(10))*(H(4)-1)/2.

91.05 TO step 91.5 it* J90.
91.1 Set Zx(j-1)#V(0)*d(0).
91.11 Set :(j)2z(1)-Z'sin(v(0)).
91.12 Set x(j)sZ~cas(V(0)).
91.2 Do part 92 for kzl(1)N(6).
91.3 Done if j\z1.

91.35 Done if t(6)>0.
91.14 Set Ss10**(-3)*sqrt~z()R*2.a(0)**2].
91.141 Set t(2)2t(8)*S.
91.142 Set t(1)xt(7)0S/xin(v(1)).
91.145 Done.
91.5 Set Zz(N(3)-1)/2*V(0)*d(01.
91.51 Set x(0)zZ'cos~v(0)).
91.52 Set z(0)tz(1)-Zsifl(;(0)).
91.525 TO, step 91.55 If d(5)\x2.
91.53 Set v(4)v(100).
91.54 Do part 92 for Wa.
91.55 Set v(14)*0.
91.56 Do part 92 for kz0.

92.2 Set is(j10#O;(j-1)'?d(6).k).
92.25 Set JVCO)Osin(v(0)).V(1)Ocos(v(0))*co8(v(i,*)).
92.26 Set v(3)sarg~sqrt(V(2)#*2-J§*2),J3.

* 92.3 Set KsV(0)*Oos(V(0))-V(1)*ain(V(O))*CO8(V(+I)).
92.31 Set v(2)xargKtV(1)'ain(v(i+*)).
92.32 Set Z=3qrt[V(2)*62 sin(v3))*2*2032.2*z(j)]V(2)i(V(3))-
92.33 Set r(i)sV(2)'Os(v(3))'Z/32.2.
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92.335 To step 92.14 it' i=0.
92.35 Set a(i)=x(j)+r(i)*cos(v(2))- .(O).
92.355 Done.
92.36 Set b(i)mr(i)*sin(V(2))+u(i+4).
92.37 Done.
92.4 To step 92.6 if' W:.
92.41 Set a(O):x(O)+r(O).
92.47 Set Y~z'/V(2)/cos(v(3))+sin(V(3))/cos(V(3).
92.48 Set v( 1):arg(l,Y].
92.5 Set S:1O*(m3)*sqrt(z(O)#*2.r(Q)'*2).
92.51 Set s(l):s(7)*S/sin(v(l)).
92.52 Set s(2)zs(B)*S.
92.53- Set s(3)xs(l).
92.54 Set s(4)zs(2).
92.55 Done.
92.6 Set b(O)zr(O)*sin(v(2))+u(4).
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LEtectiveness lioutirie

File Itemn AI3ACPJWG, t'ile JOOIO.A1682

15.16 Set L(5):sqrt(N(3)**2-1)*d(3)/2.
15.17 Set L(6) xs~rt(!(4)**2m1]*d(44)/2.
15.18 Set ()ar(()*21d(/.
1!.1(1) Set, L(12)*sqrt(N(8)**2-1)*d(b)/2.
15.20 Set b(5)x~n(15)z:B(1);L(1)).
15.21 set bN6)=[n(15)=1:b(2);L(2)3.
15.22 Set s(5)xdn(15)=1:3(1);3(3)).
15.23 Set 9(6)z(n(15):1:s(2);s(4)J.
15.24 SetL()sr3s()w2t()*J
15.26 Set L(9)zsortfL(',1't2*L(5)**2).
15.27 Set L(10):sqrt(L(6)'.i+L(6)423*(6*'22*d(9)0'2J.
15.271 To step 15.28 if' n(100)=0.
15.272 Set L(3):sqrt(L(9)**2,L(1I1)**2+3't(lI)ftb2J.
1273 Set L(4):sqrt(L(10)**2+L(12)**2+*t(2)0*2J.

15.27 Set KaF(u(l),L(3),A(1),0)'F(u(2),L(4),A(2),O).
1525To step 15.31.

15.28 Set L(3)ssqrt[L(9'#24L,(11)**2).
15.29 Set L(4)srt(l.(10)*'2,(12)*t23.
15-3U Set K:F(u(1),L(3),A(l),t(1))'(u(2),L(4),A(2),t(2))-
15.31 Set o(i):rmin(L(9)/L(7),'(3)].
15.33 Set o(3):rnin(L(3)/L(9),N(7)J.
15.34 Set o(4):rnin[L('4)/L(10),N(43)).

15.36 Set Q(1) ,~()bb*()L9/(Za()
15.37 SetP()1(1((3/,))
15.371 To part 18 it' n(10o0)c'.
15.3b8 Set Q(2):1mPl(2)*L(9'~l,(10)/L(3)/L(4)*o(3)*o(4).
15.265 Set QC2)=LQ(2)<0:0;Q(2)>1:1;0(2)).
15.39 Set Z:K'(1-Q(2)*(N(7)N(b/(3)/o(4);).
15.440 Set X(15)itZ if n(15)zl.
15.441 Set X(1'4)zZ it' WOO4:.

16.05, Let K(i ,j)2F(a(i) ,L(9) ,A( 1) t( 1))*F(b(j) ,L( 10) A(2) ,t(2)')
16.06 Do part 17 for i11f()
16.07 Do part 19 for j:1(1)N(VI).
16.1 Set Zzprod~irl(l1)jf(7):prod(j:1(1)N(8):1-P(2)*K(i,J)JJ.
16.2 Set X(15)=I-Z if' n(15):1.
16.3 Set X(14)=1..Z if' n(1J4)z1.

17.2 Set b(i)=(2*(i-1')1-fJ(8)]'d(b)/2.

18.2 Set Kr(0,A(1),A(1:',t(1))*F(0,A(2),A(2),t(2)).
18.25 Set J:N(OL(9) ,A( 1) ,0)1 (0L( 10) ,A(2),0).
18.3 Set X(15):1-exp(-N(7)*N(b)OP(2)*JtK).
18.4 Set X(144):X(15) if' n(1J4):1.

19.1 Set a(j)=(2*(J-1).1-J(7)J*d(7)/2.
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Formulas

Let P(x,L,sz:L\:0h(x/s,L/s);x<a..L:Uox>L:1;(x.L)/2/L).
Let F(x,Y,L,s):zE(x~yL,s)-4(x-y,L,s),

Let H(x,L)s(LaO:G(x) ; ((x.L)'G(x+L)i(xu.L)*G(x-~L).g(XL)-g(X-L)J/2/L3.
Let V'(x,yis):LIs\:O:G((x+y)/s)a.G((x~y)/s);lllxy:1;JOJ.
Let g,(x)sexp(-X'x/2)/sqrt(23.14159),
Let hi(x,L):(L:O:g(x);f'(X,L,1)/2/LJ.
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EXAMPLE OF USE OF AIRBASE ATTACK PROGRAM
To give an example of the operAtion of the Airbase Attack Model,

the following pages give the complete set of commands, input data, and

output printout for the case of an attack of 16 aircraft carrying dis-

pensers containing 16 REB-LEKs. Input data are as indicated in Tables I

and 2, and output data are as shown in Table 8, Appendix B. The computa-

tions are for single aim in Example la and for independent aim in Ex-

ample lb.

I:

t

-I¢
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*Example la: REB-LEK Attack, Single Aim

R ecall AbACIUPT from t'ile JO010 A16b2

Do part 59

For independent nim, set aim index to 1;sinrle aim, 0
Aiming tethod Index =

It' dispensers are used, set weapon index to 1; it' boribs, 0
Weapon Index z 1

une to four separate target areas may be used.

Number of Target areas 3

Area I
Target Area in 10*w6 sq It 1
No of' Shelters in Target Area = 12

,rtea 2
Target Area in 10*#b sq ft 2
No of Shelters in TarF.et Area 12

Area

Target Area in 10*6 so t't h
He of .helters in Tarfet Area lo

Shelter Ground Plane Area z '450
Vulnerability Ratio - 706
Weapon reliability = .95
Dispenser Pattern Halt' Length, Feet _Z0O
Dispenser Patt.rzi Ifalf Width, feet = 200
Number of' Eomblets in Uispenser = 16
One to four aircraft types may be used.
Fututber of' aircra't types = 4

Aircraft Type 1
tlurber of Weapons =
Aircraft !Ipeed, knots = 450
Aircrat't :',e An.le, defrees =0
Altitude (it' last weapon of', 't = 500
Outboard Station O('tset, f't 11
Outboard back Throw Anfgle, uerrees = 56.5

It' aiming accuracy is specit'ied as (UkP in mils, set
accuracy index to 0; it' CEP on Fround,to 1; it tiiP
and DEP on -.round to ?; it' range and detlection
standard deviation on the ground, to 3
Accuracy Index z 2

iEP, feet = 300

DEP, feet _40

Aircrat't Type 2



Number of Weapons 12
Aircraft Speed, knots i 150
Aircraft Dive Angle, deg'rees 0
Altitude of last weapon off, It = 500
Outboard Station Offset, ft 11
Outboard Back Throw Angle, degrees 45
ji.P, feet a 300
DEP, feet = 40

Aircraft lype 3
Number of Weapons a 17
Aircrat't Speed, knots 45L5
Aircraft Dive Angle, degrees 0
Altitude of last weapon oft', I't = 5'C

Outboard Station uffset, 't = 15
Outboarc Hack Throw Angle, derees : 45
HEP, feet z 300
DEP, fect x 40

Lr Aircraft Type 4
Number of' Weapcn i r 11
Aircral't Speed, knots 4 150
Aircraft Dive AnFle, derreen I)
Altitude of last weapon ofI', ft . 500
Outboard Station Offset, ft - 45
Outboard hack Throw Angle, deprees 115
HEP, feet = 200
DE;P, feet = 40
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siaji. Aim

Aircra"' Type 1
AHEA I

Planes AsSigned a 6
ARiEA 2Z

Planes Assithedi x

Planes Assigned z

Ianre Width Interv Fraction lhdicators
Area 1

600 200 .20 .502 1.24 1.56
Area 2

700 300 .20 .365 1.07 1.25Area 3+ 400 350 .30 .165 1.15 i.26

Vulner Fract Fravt Fract Fract Expected
Natio Area I Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 No Damaged

60**61 .706 .502 .365 .165 .000 13.06' *'t

Aircraft Type 2
AREA 1

Planes Assigned * .6
ANELA 2

Planes Assited a 6
A1t1A 3

Planes Assigned x 4

Aange Width lnterv Fraction Indicators
~Area 1

4J00 20J0 .20 .617 1.26 1.73
Area ?

400 550 .20 .466 1.21 1.149
Area 3

400 350 .20 .231 1.51 1.73

Vulner Freet Fract Fract Fract Expected
Hatio Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 No Damaged
.706 .617 .466 .231 .009 16.69 e*c'a'

- P
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Lircratt 'iype 3
AREA I

Planes Assirned z 6
ARE% 2

'.lanes Assi;ned = 4

AHEA 3
P11nnes Assir'ned = 6

Ranre lidth Interv Fraction Indicators

Area 1
bOO 250 .10 .7u9 1.18 1.78

Area 2
400 250 .10 .42b 1.67 2.21

Area 3 400 450 .20 .409 1.52 1.81

Vuln.,'r' vract Fract Fract Fract hxpected
Hatio Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area I4 No Damaged
..106 709 .428 .40 .000 20.1b '*

Aircraft Type 4

AF(A 1
Planes AssiFned = 6

AhEA 2
Planes Assigned =

Ah EA

vlanes AsLipned 4

Hanve 4idth Interv Fraction Indicators
Area 1

400 20( .20 .593 1 .2L) 1.71
Area 2

500 350 .20 .441 1.l6 1.43
Area 3

4C0 350 .30 .213 1.42 1.60

Vulner Fract tract 1ract 'ract Expected

Ratio Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Wo Dbamaged
.706 .59- .441 .213 .000 15.b3 ,
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*Example lb: REB-LEK Attack, Independent Aim

n( l00)=1

Do part bO
Independent Aim

Aircraft Type 1 .
AUitA. I

Planes Assigned 6
AhbA 2

Planes Assipned = b
ANEA 3

Planes Assigned =4

Eange ioidth Interv Fraction Indicators
Area 1 400 150 .10 .534 1.26 1.2

Area 2
400 300 .20 .367 1.07 1.25

Area
40. 50 ..40 .154 1.06 1.16

Vulner Fract Fract eract Fract Lxpected
katio Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 wo Damaged
.706 .534 .367 .154 .00u 13.28 *''

Aircraft Typo 2
AREA 1

Pianos Assigned = 6
AREA 2

Planes Assigned = 6
AhEA 3

ilInnes '.zsirned =

Hanre Width Interv Fraction Indicators
Area I

400 200 .10 .640 1.25 1.75
Area 2

4< 300 .10 .461 1.20 1.4b
Area 3

40(1 350 .20 .216 1.44 1.62

Vulner Fract Fract Fract Fract Expected
P atio Area I Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 ',Io Damaged
.706 640 .461 .216 .000 16.66 *i**
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Aircraft lype .
AICA 1

Planes Assigned =
AhhA 2

Planes Assirned = 4

A h.A 3
Planes Assignea =6

hange 'Width Interv Fraction 1nuicators

Area 400 2CU .10 .745 1.I2 1.77
Area 2

1100 2CU .1o .443 .70u 2.27(
Area 4

1400 450 .2u .392 I1.49 1 .7u

Vulner Fract Fraet Fract Fract Expected
hatio Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 No Damaged* w**1k .700 .745 .4143 .392 .0u.. k .3 = * '

Aircraft lype 4
AREA 1

Planes Assigned = 6
AREA 2

lanes Assigned = 0
AhEA 3

Planes Assigned = 4

hanre Width Interv Fraction Indicators
Area 1

400 200 .10 .612 1.26 1.73
Area 2

1400 300 .1u .435 1.1b 1.42
Area

140O 350 .3 .199 1 .35 1 .50

Vulner Fract Fract Fract Fract Expected
Ratio Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Wo Damaged
.706 .612 .435 .199 .OOU 15.75 "''
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EXAMPLES CONPARING THE AIRBASE AD QUICKIEMODELS

For this comparison, we will use the same case as above, but will

consider only the F-4 aircraft attacking Area 1. The attacks are by

one F-4 and by sI x F-4s against Area 1, both in the single-aim mode.

We will use the intervaloneter setting of 0.2 obtained in the appro-

priate part of Example la and the optimum spacing obtained there for

the attack of six aircraft.

Single Attack by an F-4 Against Area 1

We consider a single delivery of eight REB-LEK dispensers, each

containing 16 REB-LEKs, by an F-4 flying straight and level at 500 ft

altitude, speed of 450 kn, with an intervalometer setting of 0.2 sec.

In Example 2a, we show the complete JOSS Quickie run for this case;

note that here we are determining the exact expected impact point for

each dispenser. The fractional damage obtained against Area 1, given
by X(105) in Example 3, is X(105) - 0.132. In Example 2b, we use the
Airbase Attack Model for this same case, obtaining the expected frac-

tional damage F(l) to Area 1 as F(l) - 0.133. Not all cases examined

were this close, but in general the Quickie and Airbase Attack answere

differed only in the third decimal. It was felt that the approximations

used in the Airbase Model were accurate enough for our purposes.
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*Example 2a: Single F-4 REB-LEK Attack Against Area 1, Quickie Model

f(eeall QKinput 'rom file JOO10,A16o2

Done.

Do part 2

INPUT I :STHUCTIOS
If no input instructions are desired, set K=1; otherwise
set K=O

K : .1

Problem Desired = 105

Area Length, Ranpe, CAP-A(3) = 100iwqrt(2)
Area Width, Detl., CAt'-A(4) = 500-sqrt(2)
Target Element Index, CAP-h(-I) = 2
Dispenser Rect Pattern Half Length, CAP-L(3) : 00
Dispenser hect Pattern Half Width, CAP-L(4) = 200
Total Number of' Weapons, CAj-N(1) = b
Number of bomblets per Dispenser, CAP-N(2) 16
Nu.-rb, r of' Impulses, CAP-N(3) = b
Nurber of* i'in. Stations, CAP-N(4) : 2
Number of Weapons/Staticn/lnIpulse, CAP-N(5) I 1
WPI Cocrdinate f'lar d(5) : 2
Initial Velocity, knots, CAP-V(-1) = 450
Dive Angle, degrees, v(-1) = ()
Pullout Altitude, f'eet, z(-1) = 500O

Intervalometer setting,, seeonds, d(20) = .2
Hanj-e [allistic Sd bev, mils, s(7) : 5
Detl ballistic Sd Dev, mils, s(b) = 5
hange Aiming Sd Uev, mils, t(7) 20
Defl Aiming Sd Dev, mils, t(6) : 20
hack Ejection Velocity, feet/see,CAP-V(1) 6
Win z ftnt ioo I
-;tation off'set, feet, w(j) : 11
Wing Station 2
.tation offset, fe(t, w(j) = -11Drar Index, Cap-V(10) = 0

a(1) = -532.035
a(2) = -360.0?5
r(3) : -225.015
a(4) : -76.005
1(5) ?116.30241
a(6) 26b.31241
a(7) z 420.32241
a(b) : 572.33241

a 1s sparse
! b(1) s 11

b(2% : -11b(3) = 11

b(4) = -11
b(5) = -lb.0909133
b(6) = -38.0909133
b(7) = -16.0909133
b(8) = -38.0909133
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b is sparse
s(3) = 69.751131b
s(i)= 20.6336907
t(1) = 4U4.98662 .
t(2) : 93.1059974

Impact Angle '13.3 degrees
Vulnerable Area, Ground Plane, CAP-b(O) -706*2450
Number ot' Integration Steps, Hange,CAe-U(1) z b
Number of' Integration Steps, Deli, CAP-U(2) z
Target Ur'ffset, Range u(1) j 0
Target Offset, Detl u(2) z
Weapon Heliability = .95
Dispenser Reliability I

t(1)j = 3001 6744

t(2) = .4o/ 67114

Ine S(j)s are the partial integration sums in the y uiveution

2 .01(j )1 .00000960
2 -00160353

3 ~U2730769
4 .09430901
5 159414994

6 .19244207

.1t2-% 31b
. 6 1 b ;3 26

10 . ) .3(2141596
11 .19549726
12 -17.14 646

14 .0414f,2740
1,; .00440701

i ( .000 C5463
X(IO.,) .132415969



*Example 2b: Single 7-4 REB-LEK Attack Against Area 1, Airbase Model

The general inputs are the Lme as in Example la, except that we

use only one aircraft--an F-4--and attack only Area 1.

I11

Do part 61

Aircraft lype I
AREA 1

Planes Assigned z
AREA 2

Planes Assigned z
AREA 3

Planes Assigned z

hange Width Interv Fraction Indicators
Area 1

20 .133 2.56 3.43
Area 2
Area 3

Vulner Fract Fract Fract Fract Expected
Ratio Area I Area 2 Are;a 3 Area 4 No Damaged
.706 .133 .000 .000 .000 1.59 * '*
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Attack of Six F-4s Against Area 1

We next took the optimum attack conditions obtained in Example 1

for the case of an F-4 attack using REB-LEKs, and compared the results

of the Airbase Attack Model with those of the Quickie Model. The frac-

tional damage agaiast Area 1 using the Alrbase Attack Model is contained

in the results of Example la. For convenience we have rerun this case

to coi.tsider only aircraft assigned to Area 1, as shown in Example 3b.

,roin the Airbase run for a single attack, we find the pattern dimen-

sions to be L(3) - 654, L(4) - 214. From Example la, the optimum con-

ditions were an intervalometer setting of 0.2 sec, a lateral spacing

of 200 ft, and a range spacing of 600 ft, with two waves of three

attackers abreast. Example 3a gives the JOSS Quickie run for this

case; the inputs shown are the changes from the ones used in Example la.

The Airbase Attack Model gave a fractional damage F(l) - 0.502, and

the Quickie run gave an answer of X(106) = 0.501. Again, not all cases

gave this good an approximation, but, as for the single-attack case,

it was felt that the approximations used in the Airbase Attack Model

were sufficiently accurate for our purposes. We have presented these

examples only to indicate the type of checking which was done. If one

wished to consider a change in parameters, further runs on JOSS would

be easy to accomplish.

I, ~mmmmm
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*Example 3a: 6 #-4s vith RU-LUOs Against Area 1, Quickie il

(Changes in inputs fros kaSmple 2a)

n(105)ZOn( 106)=a1

L(3)=6511
L(4)s214

N(2)=12b

Delete a,b

a(1)=300
n(2')300
a(3)s300
a(4)=-300
a(5)2-300
a(6)z-300

b1)=:200
b(2)0O

b(3)=-200
b(4)= 200
b(5)=O
b(6)=-200

Do part 3

The S(J)s are the partial integration sums in the y direction

a :s(J)
1 .44577334
2 .44577334
3 .44577334
4 .44577334
5 44577334
6 .67870879
7 .67870879
8 .6770879
9 .67670879
10 .67870879
11 .67870885
12 .44577334
13 .44577334
14 .44577334
15 .44577334
16 .44577334
X(lO6) z .500776306
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*Example 3b: 6 F-4s with REB-LEKs Against Area 1, Single Aim, Airbase Model

#onlyone type of aircraft considered

*6 F-4s, single aim same inputs otherwise as Example la

Do part 61

Aircraft Type I
AREA 1

Planes Assigned = 6
AREA 2

Planes Assigned z 0
AHIbA 3

Planes Assigned :

Hange Width Interv 'raction Indicators
Area 1

600 200 .20 .502 1.24 .

Area 2
Area3

Vulner ,ract F'ract Fract Fract Expected
Ratio Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 No Damaged
.706 .502 .000 .000 .000 6.03 *0030*
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Appendix B

AIRCRAFT ATTACK COMPUTATION RESULTS

The JOSS Airbase Attack Model was used to obtain attack effective-

ness for the "standard" attack cenditions given) n Table 2 against a

target complex consisting of three areas of hangarettes, as discussed

in Section II.A; the computation results are reported in this appendix.

Figure I shows the airfield complex schematic used for the computations.

We first give the basic results using standard parameter values and

assumptions for the model. Then several variations in assumptions and

parameter values are considered, varying one factor at a time to obtain

some measure of the sensitivity of the results. Finally, the case is

analyzed of night or all-weather attacks, for which the model is slightly

different. In this appendix we also consider the effect of variation

in the assumption of the delivery accuracy. All of these results are

obtained either by direct use of the JOSS Airbase Attack Model or by

very simple modifications in the model.

Three basic attacking aircraft were modeled: the F-4, A-7, and

F-ll. Two combat radii were considered for the F-111: 300 n mi and

500 n mi. The long-distance F-111 carried a smaller load due to the

requirement for extra external fuel tanks. The major difference between

the three aircraft was defined in terms of their loadout capability,

although differences in aiming accuracy were also introduced. For each

weapon type, a standard set of delivery conditions was assumed. De-

livery accuracy estimates were made for each weapon-aircraft combination.

In general, low-drag bombs were delivered in a dive mode at relatively

high altitude, high-drag bombs and rockets were delivered at low alti-

tude, and the area weapons in either a high dive mode or at low level

depending on the type of subweapon. For the high-altitude delivery,

the accuracy was assumed to be given in mils normal to the trajectory,

i.e., a 20-mul CEP for the F-4 and a 15-mil CEP for both the A-7 and

F-ll. Tn all cases a gaussian error was assumed. For each bomb or

dispenser the ballistic error standard deviation was assumed to be 5

mils, also with a gaussian distribution. For the low-level attacks,
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the ballistic errors were as above, but the aiming errors were speci-

fied for each weapon in terms of the REP and DEP on the ground, assum-

ing a bivariate gaussian distribution. Table 2 sunwarizes, for each

weapon, the loadout assumed for each attacking aircraft and the corre-

sponding aiming and ballistic errors. These conditions will be referred

to as standard attack conditions.

BASIC RESULTS

Tables 3 through 9 give the JOSS computer results for the basic

aircraft-weapon attack conditionv of Table 2 as obtained from the Air-

base Attack Model.. For each weapon and attack condition, we show the

results for three aircraft--the F-4, A-7, and F-Ill--with two loadout
conditions for the F-111, depending on the number of external fuel

tanks carried. In general, two attack aiming modes are considered:

the single-aim or atm-on-leader case and the independent-aim case.

For each aiming mode, the optimum allocation of aircraft for an attack

force of 16 aircraft and the oetimum intervalometer setting and aircraft

spacing for each area attacked of the total target complex are given.

The expected fractional damage is given for each area and the expected

number of hangarettes damaged is given for the total complex. The re-

sults of high-level day attacks with bombs and similar weapons are

presented in Tables 3, 4, and 5. Table 6 shows the effectiveness re-

sults for high-level attacks by dispensers containing Rebits, which are

high-density penetrators. A standard pattern area of 400 by 400 ft was

used for dispensers since this pattern size was usually close to optimum

and it was felt that design of such a pattern was achievable. The ef-

fectiveness of low-level high-drag bombs is given in Table 7. Table 8

contains results of low-level dispenser attacks using REB-LEKs, shaped-

charge bomblets (follow-through munitions), and an FAE bomblet. For

the medium-sized shaped-charge bomblet, there was considerable doubt

because of the standoff problem as to its effectiveness in penetrating

the layer of dirt or sand assum-d to cover the hangarette. Thus separate

computations for the dispenser containing 16 of these subweapons were

not presented, since they would be about as effective as the REB-LEK if

the munition functioned properly. Finally, the results for rocket

attacks are given in Table 9, both for a pod of four Zunis and for a
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clustered Zuni containing seven rockets. Note that we have included

two levels of vulnerability for rockets.

A complete example is given showing the entire JOSS computation

run for the REB-LEK results shown in Tab!e 8, both for single aim and

independent aim. The single-aim example may be found in Example la of

Appendix A and the independent-aim case in Example lb. We note that

parts of these examples are used to give further examples of the effec-

tiveness part of the Airbase Attack Model. Any of the results given

in Tables 3 through 9 may be obtained using the same general approach

as that shown in the two examples.

SENSITIVITY VARIATIONS

The effectiveneos results given in Tables 3 through 9 were, in

general, based on the assumption of a specific method of operation or

specified values for the pertinent parameters. We investigate here,

for the F-4 aircraft and in some instances the long-distance F-ll, the

relative effects of variations in several of these aspects of the prob-

lem. The weapons will be restricted to the MK-82 as representative of

a bomb-type weapon and the REB-LEK as representative of an area-type

dispenser weapon. The conditions used in the basic cases will be con-

sidered standard and held constant while the particular parameter or

operating mode being investigated is varied. The seven sensitivity

variations are: (a) allocation of attacks to target areas, (b) aiming

modes, (c) vulnerable area as a parameter, (d) effect of reliability

coefficient, (e) size of target complex as a parameter, (f) dispenser

pattern size as a parameter, and (g) effect of attack size.

Allocation of Attacks to Target Areas

An optimum allocation of the 16 attackers to the tnree target areas

was obtained in the basic results. In this variation, we present effec-

tivuness results for allocations other than optimum. We limited con-

sideration to the F-4 aircraft and to attacks with the MK-82 bomb and

the dispenser-delivered REB-LEK, delivered in the independent-aiming

mode. For the MK-82, the vulnerable area ratio B(O) is 1.2, and the

aiming accuracy is 20 mils. For the REB-LEK, the vulnerable area ratio
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B(O) is 0.706, the dispenser pattern size is 400 by 400 ft, and the

aiming accuracy is 300 ft REP, 40 ft DEP. The size of the attacking

group Is 16 aircraft, the reliability index is 0.95 and the sizes of
6 6 6

the target areas are 10 , 2(10) , and 4(10) sq ft for Area 1, Area 2,

and Area 3, respectively. Table 10 gives the results for various

allocations. Note that for the optimum conditionc, the allocations

and results are the same as in the basic results in Tables 4 and 8.

Table 10

SENSITIVITY OF EFFECT OF AIRCRAFT ALLOCATION

I. Attack by 16 F-4 aircraft carrying 8 dispensers,
with 16 REB-LEKs per dispenser, B(0) = 0.706,

pattern 400x400 ft

Fractional
Allocation To Damage Total Damage

Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 X(l) X(2) X(3) X(4)

14 2 0 0.791 0.150 11.30
12 4 0 0.758 0.272 12.35
10 6 0 0.710 0.367 12.94

8 6 2 -.b13 0.367 0.084 13.12
6 6 4 0.534 0.367 0.154 13.28
6 4 6 0.534 0.272 0.224 13.26
4 6 6 0.416 0.367 0.224 12.99
4 8 4 0.416 0.462 0.154 12.99
4 4 8 0.416 0.272 0.278 12.69

I1. Attack by 16 F-4 aircraft carryhig 11 MK-82 bombs,
B(O) = 1.2

Fractional
Allocation To Damage Total Damage

Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 X(1) X(2) X(3) X(4)

16 0 0 0.298 3.58
10 6 0 0.225 0.079 3.64

8 8 0 0.185 0.099 3.41

4 4 8 0.102 0.052 0.054 2.72
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Aiming Modes

To recapitulate, two aiming modes are considered in the basic

results: a single-aim or formation-type delivery and independent aim

by each attacker on specified aiming points. For the independent-aim

case, it is assumed that a more or less optimum spacing of aiming

pointb was chosen and that the attackers would be able to use these

best aim points. Here we consider two less cptimistic assumptiona

about the aiming points available for independent attack. The case
of random independent-aim points assumes tho. each attacket -nooses

an aim point uniformly at random within the target area, with no cor-

relation between attackers. The second assumption is that each at-

tacker is assigned an optimum aim point, but that he actually aims at

a point offset from his assigned point. The amount of the offset is

assumed to be a random variable with a gaussian distribution; the stand-

ard deviations are assumed to be functions of the target area size,

with values as follows: Area 1, a(l) = 96 ft; Area 2, 0(2) = 163 ft;

Area 3, 0(3) = 210 ft. Table 11 gives the results for these four cases

of different aiming modes; it is seen that the effectiveness does not

vary greatly with the choice of aiming mode. The standard condition

of independent aim is only marginally better than the other conditions.

Vulnerable Area as a Parameter

As mentlon~d previously, the vulnerable area parameter used in the

Airbase Attack Model is the vulnerable area ratio B(O), which is multi-

Plied by the hangarette plan area of 2450 sq ft to obtain the vulnerable

area used. Variations in B(O) for specific weapons are based on weapon-

target interactions such as ricochet angle and blast effect. In this

sensitivity variation, we investigate the effect of a different hangar-

ette plan area. With areas of 1000, 4000, and 6500 sq ft, we use values

of B(0) of 0.408, 1.633, and 2.654, the ratios between the assumed area

and the standard area of 2450 sq ft. We consider an attack by F-4s and

F-hils, using MK-82s, REB-LEKs, or clustered Zuni rockets; aside from

B(O), standard values are used for the computations. For comparison,

the case of a standard value of B(O) is given for each combination, from
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Table 11

SENSITIVITY OF EFFECT OF AIMING MODE

(F-4 attack with MK-82 or REB-LEKs)

I. Attack by 16 F-4 aircraft carrying 8 dispensers,
with 16 REB-LEKs per dispenser, B(O) = 0.706,

pattern 400x400 ft, allocation 6/6/4

Fractional
Damage Total Damage

Aiming Policy X(:) X(2) X(3) X(4)

Single aim (formation) 0.5U2 0.365 0.165 13.06
Independent | 0.534 0.367 0.154 13.28
Independena--offset 0.514 0.342 0.155 12.39

independent--random 0.472 0.362 0.149 12.39

II. Attack by 16 F-4 aircraft carrying 11 MK-82 bombs,
B(O) 1.2, allocation 10/6/0

L[ Fractional
Damage Total Damage

Aiming Policy X(1) X(2) X(3) X(4)

Single 0.205 0.080 3.41
Independent 0.225 0.079 3.64
Independent--offset 0.215 0.073 3.46
independent--random 0.188 0.067 3.07

the appropriate tables for the basic cases. Table 12 presents the re-

sults of these variations in vulnerable area through the parameter

B(O). Note that the optimum allocation has been determined for each

case.

Effect of the Reliability Coefficientp

'The standard value for the subweapon reliability coefficient in

the basic computations was p = 0.95. Table 13 shows the results of

varying p between 0.9 and 1, for aircraft carrying either MK-82 bombs

or dispensers with REB-LEK submunitions and standard conditions other

than p.
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Table 12

SENSITIVITY OF EFFECT OF VULNERABLE AREA OF HANGARETTES

I. Attack by 16 aircraft carrying 16 REB-LEKs per dispenser,
pattern 400x400 ft, independent aim mode

r I Fractional Total
Dispensers Damage Damage

Va per Alloca-
Aircraft B(0) VA Aircraft tion X(1) X(2) X(3) X(4)

F-4 0.408 1000 8 8/6/2 0.482 0.240 0.053 9.51

0 .706b 1730 8 6/6/4 0.534 0.367 0.154 13.28
1.633 4000 8 6/6/4 0.759 0.581 0.290 20.72
2.654 6500 8 4/616 0.735 0.685 0.530 25.52

F-Ill 0.408 1000 17 6/6/4 0.584 0.423 0.182 14.99
0.706b  1730 17 6/6/4 0.745 0.443 0.392 20.53

1.633 4000 17 4/6/6 0.794 0.720 0.607 27.89
2.654 6500 , 17 4/6/6 0.868 0.773 0.707 31.01

I1. Attack by 16 aIrcraft carrying MK-82 bombs, independent aim

F-4 0.408 1000 11 10/6/0 0.087 0.028 1.38
1.2b 2940 11 10/6/0 0.225 0.079 3.64
1.633 4000 11 10/6/0 0.290 0.103 4.71
2.654 6500 11 10/6/0 0.408 0.154 6.75

F-111 0.408 1000 30 10/6/0 0.209 0.072 3.37
1.2b 2940 30 10/6/0 0.464 0.189 7.83
1.633 4000 30 10/6/0 0.551 . 38 9.48
2.654 6500 30 8/6/2 0.612 0.332 0.081 12.65

III. Attack by 16 aircraft carrying 7 clustered Zunis
per dispenser, pattern 400'400 ft, independent aim

F-4 0.408 1000 8 10/6/0 i0.313 0.123 5.23
1. 0 0b 2450 8 8/6/2 I 0.504 0.253 0.057 9.99
1.633 4000 8 8/6/2 u.618 0.372 0.086 13.26
2.654 6500 8 6/6/4 0.6721 .498 0.23k i7'71

aVulnerable area.
bStandard conditions as in Table 2.
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Tab 1e 13

SENSITIVITY OF EFFECT OF TIlE RELIABILITY COEFFICjENT p

I. Attack by 16 aircraft carrying 16 REB-LEKs per dispenser,
pattern 400x400 ft, independent aim, B(O) = 0.706

Fractional Total
Dispensers Damage Damage

per Relia- Alloca- -- _T ... ..
Aircraft Aircraft bility p tion X(l) X(2) X(3) X(4)

F-4 8 1 6/6/4 0.548 03 0.160 13.70
0.9 5a 6/6/4 0.534 i0.367 0.154 13.28

0,9 6/6/4 0.519 0.354 0.147 12,83

A-7 11 1 6/6/4 0.654 0.473 0.224 17.10
0.95 6/6/4 0.640 0.461 0.216 16.66
0.9 6/6/4 0.625 0.448 0.287 16.19

F-Ill 16 1 6/4/6 0.758 0.455 0.405 21.04
0.9 5a 6/4/6 0.745 0.443 0.392 20.53
0.9 6/4/6 0.731 0.430 0.379 19.99

i. Attack by 16 aircraft carrying MK-82 bombs,
independent aim, B(O) = 1.2

F-4 11 1 0.235 0082 3.80
0.5a0.225 0.079 3.64

0.9 0.215 0.074 3.48

A-7 20 1 0.372 0.140 6.14
0.50.358 0.134 5.90

0.9 0.344 0.128 5.65

F-Ill 30 1 047 8 0.198 8.11
0.9460 4 0.189 7.83

0.9 0.4 4810 .1 8 1 / 7.35

aStandard condition.

Size of Target Complex as a Parameter

Table 14 shows the effects of variations in the total area of the

target complex. The standard target area complex is three rectangles
6 6 6of areas 10 , 2(10) , and 4(10) . For each area, the length is twice

6the width and the total area is 7(10) . Our two variations assume the

total area is 1.5 and 2 times greater, i.e., 10.5(10)6 and 14(10)6 sq ft.

The relative target sines and shapes of the rectangles remain constant.

Again, we consider F-4 and F-ill aircraft with REB-LEKs and MK-82 bombs.
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Table 14

SENSITIVITY OF EFFECT OF TARGET COMPLEX SIZE

1. Attack by 16 aircraft carrying 16 REB-LEKs per dispenset, pattern
400x400 ft, independent aim, B(O) - 0.706, p - 0.95

Fractional Total
Dispensers Damage Damage

per Total Alloca-
Aircraft Aircraft Target Area tion X(1) X(2) X(3) X(4)

F-4 8 7(10) b - 6/6/4 0.534 0.367 0.154 13.28
10.5(10)6 8/6/2 [0.500 0.259 0.0591 10.30

14(10) 6  10/6/0 /0.510 0.224 8.11

F-111 17 7 (10)6a 6/4/6 0.745 0.443 0.392 20.53
10.5(10)6  6/6/4 0.649 0.440 0.214 16.4914(10) 6  6/6/4 |0.570 0.392 14.21

11. Attack by 16 aircraft carrying MK-82 bombs, independent aim,
B(O) -. 1.2, p -, 0.95

F-4 11 7(10)63 10/6/0 0.22510.079 ]3.64
10.5(10)6  10/6/0 0.157 10.054 I2.53

14(10)6  10/6/0 0.092 I0.032 1.49

F-111 30 7(10)6a  10/6/0 0.464 0.189 7.83
10.5(10) 10/6/0 0.342 0.135 5.73

14(10) 6  10/6/0 0.287 0.105 4.70

aStandard conditions.

D~s enser Pattern Size as a Parameter

In the basic results, we used a standard value of the dispenser

pattern of 400 by 400 ft. Here we vary the assumed dispenser pattern

size for a REB-LK attack, using both F-4 and F-111 aircraft. We have

kept the pstern square but have varied the area. The results are

given in Table 15. We note that for the cases shown, the optimum value

of the pattern size lies somewhere between the standard 400x400 and the

larger pattern 80Ox800; however, the difference in effectiveness is not

appreciable. For some other cases considered, the 400X400 pattern size

was slightly better. We chose the smaller value as standard, since

there was only a marginal increase in effectiveness In any case for the
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Table 15

SENSITIVITY OF EFFECT OF DISPENSER PATTERN SIZE

Attack by 16 aircraft carrying 16 REB-LEKs per dispenser,
independent aim, B(O) - 0.706, p = 0.95

Fractional Total
Dispensers Damage Damage

per Pattern Alloca-
Aircraft. Aircraft Size tion X(l) X(2) X(3) X(4)

F-4 8 200x200 8/6/2 0.557 0.313 0.069 11.55

4 0 0x4 0 0a 6/6/4 0.534 0.367 0.154 13.28
800X800 6/6/4 10.542 0.385 0.161 13.69

F-111 17 2,)x200 6/6/4 0.657 0.474 0.235 17.32

4 0 0x40 0a 6/4/6 0.745 0.443 0.392 20.53
800x800 6/4/6 j0.779 0.482 0.393 21.42

a|Standard conditions.

larger pattern. For smaller areas, it is likely that the smaller pat-

tern would be superior. Further, the achievement of the smaller pattern

by the proper design of the dispenser would probably be easier.

Effect of Attack Size

In this variation we consider the effect of the total attack size

on an airbase. The attacks occur in groups of 16 aircraft, allocated

to the three target areas. REB-LEKs and MK-82 bombs are delivered by

F-4s and F-111s. The results in terms of the total expected number of

hangarettes damaged and the fraction of the 40 total hangarettes de-

stroyed are given in Table 16. Note that for the REB-LEK attack, a

value of B(O) of 0.866 rather than the standard value of 0.706 was used.

The computations were continued until 90 percent total damage was ob-

tained. The model used does not include any bomb damage assessment or

possible repair.

NIGHT AND ALL-WEATHER ATTACKS

For night and all-weather attacks, the attack conditions were some-

what different from the basic cases, as were the corresponding vulner-

ability ratiod. Two types of night attacks were "onsidered, a level
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Table 16

SENSITIVITY OF EFFECT OF NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT IN ATTACK

I. Dispenser attack, 1,6 REB-LEKs per dispenser, independent aim,
pattern 400x400 ft, B(O) = 0.866, p = 0.95

Dispensers Expected No. Fraction of
per No. of lHangarettes Hangarettes

Aircraft Aircraft Aircraft allocation Damaged Damaged

F-4 8 16 6/4/6 14.98 0.375
32 10/10/12 23.52 0.588
48 12/16/20 28.68 0.717
64 16/20/28 32.62 0.816
80 16/24/40 35.00 0.875
96 20/28/48 36.08 0.*902

F-1l 17 16 6/4/6 22.77 0.569
32 8/12/12 31.69 0.792
48 12/16/20 35.92 0.898

II. MK-82 attack, independent aim, B(O) 1.2, p 0.95

F-4 11 16 3.64 0.091
32 6.76 0.169
64 10.96 0.274
128 17.28 0.432
256 26.16 0.654
384 31.56 0.789
512 34.80 0.870

F-ill 30 16 7.84 0.196
32 12.84 0.321
64 20.20 0.505
128 29.48 0.737
192 34.44 0.861
224 35.92 0.898

attack at 2000 ft altitude with a CEP of 400 ft (corresponding to use

of the LORAN radar technique) and, for the F-111 a level attack at

500 ft altitude with a CEP of 320 ft. The major change in the model

was the introduction of CEP instead of REP and DEP. For the LORAN-type

attack, all aircraft types were considered, wi'h two types of dispensers

and four types of bombs. For the F-111 attack, only the two dispenser

munitions, REB-LEK and Rebit, were included with the retarded MK-82.
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Table 17 presents these results, showing for each case the value of the

vulnerability ratio B(O) used. Since the delivery accuracy for night

attacks was expressed as a single parameter, CEP, they were used to

investigate the effect of delivery accuracy on attack damage. For both

F-4s and F-111s, attacking in groups of 16, we considered a variation

in CEP for both REB-LEK dispensers and MK-82 bombs. The effect of CEP

on hangarette damage is shown in the results displayed in Table 18.

Table 17

NIGHT AND ALL-WEATHER ATTACKS

1. Night attack, 16 aircraft, 2000 ft altitude, CEP - 400 ft (LORAN),
independent aim, pattern 400x400 ft

7Fractional Total
Weapons Damage Damage

per AIloc a - ) .. . . .
Weapon B(G) Aircraft Aircraft tion X(1) X(2) X(3) X(4)

RED-ILEK (16) 0.707 F-4 8 6/6/4 0.458 0.340 O.154 12.04
A-? 12 6/6/4 0.580 0.452 0.217 15.85

F-111 17 6/4/6 0.681 0.418 o.2qo 19.44
F-ill 11 6/6/4 0.554 0.431 0.201 15.03

Rebit (13) 0.605 F-4 10 6/6/4 0.426 0.315 0.139 11.12
A-7 12 6/6/4 0.477 0.340 0.163 12.42
F-I11 18 6/6/4 0.588 0.465 0.220 !6.16

F-Ill 12 6/6/4 0.477 0.340 0.163 17.42

HK-81 1.5 F-4 11 10/6/0 0.204 0.085 3.46

A-7 35 10/6/0 0.345 0.194 6.47
F-111 47 10/6/0 0.348 0.200 1 6.57
F-il 33 10/6/0 0.345 0.194 6.45

MK-82 1.6 F-4 11 10/6/0 0.215 0.088 3.64
A- 7  

20 10/6/0 0.316 0.154 5.64

F-111 30 10/6/0 0.348 0.200 6.64
F-111 20 10/6/0 0.316 0.154 5.64

M-117 1.8 F-4 10 10/6/0 0.221 0.097 3.75
A-7 12 10/6/0 0.253 0.106 4.31
F-ill 18 10/6/0 0.329 0.154 5.80

F-111 12 10/6/0 0.253 0.106 4.31
MX-82SE 0.77 F-4 11 16,'0 0.1121 0.045 1.89

A-7 17 10/6/0 0.156 0.067 2.67

II. Night attack, 16 F-Ills, 500 ft altitude, CEP - 320 ft,
independent aim, pattern 400x400 ft

REB-LEC 06) 0.0 1 664 0.611 0.469 U.203 16.2117 6/4/6 0.743 0.447 0.389 20.5

Rebit (13) 0.68 12 6/6/4 0.572 0.421 0.176 14.73
18 6/4/6 0.689 0.405 0.347 18.69

M-82SE 0.77 1 10/6/0 0.184 0.072 3.07
26.10/6/0 0.219 0.104 3.87
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Table 18

EFFECT OF CEP ON IHANGARETTE DAMAGE

(2000 ft altitude level delivery)

I. Attack by 16 aircraft carrying 16 REB-LEKs per dispenser,
pattern size 400x400 ft, B(O) = 0.706, independent aim

Fractional Total
Weapons Damage Damageper Alloca- -- '

Aircraft Aircraft CEP tlon X(1) X(2) X(3) X(4)

F-4 8 200 6/6/4 0.568 0.376 0.163 13.95

300 6/6/4 0.517 0.369 0.158 13.16
400 6/6/4 0.458 0.340 0.154 12.04
700 6/6/4 0.275 0.225 0.122 7.95

F-ill 17 200 6/4/6 0.837 0.477 0.400 22.17
300 6/4/6 0.765 0.464 0.394 21.06
400 6/4/6 0.681 0.418 0.390 19.44
700 6/4/6 0.449 0.281 0.293 13.45

II. Attack by 16 aircraft carrying MK-82 bombs,
B(O) = 1.2, independent aim

F-4 11 100 10/6/0 0.231 0.079 3.72
200 10/6/0 0.228 0.075 3.64
400 10/6/0 0.168 0.068 2.83
700 10/6/0 0.091 0.045 1.63
1000 10/6/0 0.053 0.029 0.98

F-111 100 10/6/0 0.379 0.185 6.77
200 10/6/0 0.368 0.171 6.47
400 10/6/0 0.285 0.152 5.24
700 10/6/0 0.178 0.G- 3.32

1000 10/6/0 0.116 0.066 2.18
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Appendix C

MODIFIED AIRBASE ATTACK MODEL FOk RPV ATTACK

This appendix contains the modified Airbase Attack Model JOSS pro-

gram used for the RPV attack computations. After a short discussion of

the modifications and a listing of the modified parts of the basic pro-

gram, an example of a complete JOSS run is given for the case of an RPV

attack using RMS 11 missiles carrying REB-LEK dispensers.

MODIFIED AIRBASE ATTACK MODEL--RPV ATTACK

The modified Airbase Attack Model is set up like the basic Airbase

Attack Model in four main sections: (1) Input/Output, (2) Optimization,

(3) Trajectory, and (4) EffectiveneAs. ftioas 3 and 4 are exactly the

same as in the basic model; printout_: are contained in Appendix A. The

input/output routine is also divided for the RPV program; the direct

input part is contained in file item ABRVinpt and is almost identical

with the aircraft-attack direct input part. The major portion of the

RPV input/output subroutine is contained in file item ABRVprog and con-

tains most of the modifications necessary to adapt the model for RPV

attacks. It is activated by the command "Do part 60" and consists of

modified parts 60 through 65. in addition, there were slight modifica-

tions made to the optimization routine in parts 95 and 99. Printouts

of the modified input/output routine are given on p. 85 and of the

optimization routine on p. 89.

EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF THE RPV AIRBASE ATTACK PROGRAM

Example 4 gives a complete set of commands, input data, and output

printout for the case of an RMS II attack carrying REB-LEK dispensers.

The input data are as contained in Table 8 of Appendix A and the output

data obtained are included in Table 21.
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!'VIhNPT/oIJTPUT HUINLh

FILE ITEM AbhiVINP'I, FILE JOUIO.Albb2

59 *Ilnputs.
5( .l Set n-O.

59.11 Type "For inidependent aim, set aim index to 1;sin,1,e aim, 01".
59.12 Demand n(10C) as "1Aiming flethod Index".
59.13 Line.
59.15 'lype "It' dispensers are used, set weapon index to 1; if' bombs, O".
59.16 Demand j asI 'ieapor' Index".
59.17 Set kz[j:1:14;1j)].
59.175 Line.
59.18 Set n(k):1.
C9.19 Let n be sparse.
59.2 "*'aarpet Inputs.
59.21 lype "One to four separate target areas may be used.".
59.215 Line.
59.22 Demand M as 'h1urber of' Target areas".
59.23 Set 1:.
59.235 Line.
59.2 J 'Iype 1 in t'orm 90.
59.25 Demand A(10+1) as 'Target Area in 10'*b sq f't'.
59.26 Demand w(l) as "No of' Shelters in Target Area".
59.265 Line.
':(0.27 lo step 59.3 it" 1=M.
59.2b Set 1:1+1.
59.29 '10 step 59.24.
59.3 Demand 1(-I) as "Shelter Ground ?lai: l Area".
59.;1 Demand L(0) as "Vulnerability Ratio".
59.32 Dem;and p as "Weapon reliability".
59.33 To step 59.4 if n(15):1.
59.34 Demand L(1) as "Dispenser Pattern half lkength, feet".
59.35 Demand L(2) as "Dispenser Pattern half Width, feet,.
59.36 Demand N(2) as "iumber of' bomblets in Dispenser".
59.39 Line.
59.4 i**Aircraft Inputs.
59.41 Type "One to four aircraft types may be used.".
50.42 Demand I as "Number of aircraft types".
59.425 Line.
59.43 Set r:1.
59.414 Type m in form 91.
59.45 Demand N(-m) as "iumber of Weapons".
59.46 Demand V(-m-1) as "Aircraft Speed, knots".
59.147 Demand v(-m-1) as "Aireralt Dive Angle, degrees".

59.48 Demand z(-m-1) as "Altitude of last weapon off', ft".
59.482 Demand u(-m) as "Outboard Station Uffset, ft".
59.484 Demand v(100+m) as "Outboard Rack Throw Angle, degrees".
59.485 To step 59.5 if m>1.
59.49 Line.
59.491 Type "It' aiming accuracy is specified as CEP in mils, set".
59.492 Type "accuracy index to 0; if C6P on pround,to 1; it' REP".
59.493 Type "and DEP on ground to 2; it' range and deflection ".
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59.494 Type "sttndard devivation on the fr'ound, to 3
59.495 Demand ttO) as 'Accuracy Index".
59.L496 Line.
5 9.5 T'o step 59.55- it- ti(om>.

59.51 Demand t(10+m) a.; "Chil, rils".
59.52 To step 59.7.

59.55 To step 59.6 if t(O)>l.
59.c56 Dermand t(3O+m) as "CiP, fround, Feet-.
31.57 To step 59.7.
59.6 To step 59.65 it t(u)=3.
59.61 Demand t(40 24r.-f) as "hiP, 'eet".
59.62 Demand t(4(G+26m) as "DtLP, f*eet'.
59.63 To step • 9.7.
59.65 Demand t(50.2*m-1) as "1ianj-e St Dev, leer.
59.66 Demand t(50+2*m) as "Deflection St Dev, fucet".
59.7 To step 59.,h it' m=I.
59.71 Line.
59.75 Set nmf+1.
59.76 To step 59.44.
59.8 To part 60.

60.t Delete part 59.
60.11 i(ecall ABACprog from t'ile J001O.A1(,t2.

,'ILE ITEK AbHVPhUG, FILL JOO10.Alob2

V 60.1 * *(;o.
60.11 **/'(;o.
60.12 Page.
60.15 Line.
60.2 To part 61.

61.05 **4Delivery Vehicle Values.
bl.1 Set m=1.
61.15 Set c:arg(-1,0).
61.2 Set N(1):N(-m).
61.21 Set V-~V-i1
61.22 Set v(-1):v(-n-1).
61.23 Set z(-1)=z(-m-1)
61.24 Set u(4)=u(-).
61.25 Set v(100).v(100*rn)ic/1J0.
61.3 To step 61.4 it' t(O)>0.
61.31 Set t(7)=t(0+m)/1,1774.
61.32 Set t(2):t(7).
61.33 To step 61.7.
61.4 lo step 61.5 if t(O)>I.
61.41 Set. t(1):t(0r+m)/1.17.74.
61.42 Set t(2)zt().
6b.43 To step 61.7.
61.5 To step 61.6 if t(0)I3.
61.51 Set t(1)=t(404-2*r-,-1),.6744.
61.52 Set t(2)=t(40*-24m)/.67I4.
61.53 To step 61.7.
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61.6 Set t(1):t(5U+2*m-1).
01.61 Set t(2)=t(50 2*).
61.7 *kUther Values.
61.9 Set tJ(3)=N(1)
61.91 Set N(6)=1,61 .915 Set N(4)=(u(L,)=0*1;2).

61.92 Set N(10)=N(b)/N(4).
61.925 Set d(10)-u(4).
61.93 Set V(1)=6.
61.94 Set s(7):5.
61.945 Set s(b):5.
61.95 Set u(1)=O.
61.955 Set u(2)-O.
01.965 Set d(5)=2.
61.97 Do part 62.
61.98 Done ii zIl.
61.965 Set m=m 1.
61.99 To step 61.2.

62.02 Line.
62.03 Type r in I'or:m 231.
62.04 Type N(I) in forri 4,5.
62.05 Line.
62.07 Set I(55:=0.
62.1 Set Iv(55)=10 if (Il)= or 1p(h(1)/ ):O.
62.2 *Ct N(55):1b it fp(h(1)/3):C.
62.21 Set I,(55)=20 it fr(I,(1)/1)):0.
62.22 Set hj(55)=14 ii tp(w(1)/7)=O.
62.23 To step 62.14 if 0<N(55)<21.
62.3 Type -N(1) must be less than 21 and divisable by 2,3,5 or (.

62.?1 Stop.
62.4 Set N(60)=(n(14)=1:2*N(5);4I (55)].

* 62.5 Io part 63.

63.1 Set L(1)=sqrt(B(O)*b(-1))/2o
63.11 Set b(2)=b(1).
63.3 Set A(-I)=2.
63.41 Line.
63.5 Type form 43.
63.51 Type form 44.
63.6 Do part 64 for I=1(1)1.

64.1 lype 1 in form 230.
64.2 Set A(2)=10**3*sqrt(A(10+1)/A(-1))/2.
64.21 Set A(1)-A(2)*A(-I).
64.3 Do part 65 f'or N(50)=1(1)6.

65.2 Set X(2)=(N(50)=I:O;X(1)).
65.3 Set N(80):N(50)*N(60).
65.31 Set N(70)-N(80)/N(1).
65.32 Set N(8)=[N(50)<z2:2*N(50);I1J(50)).
65.33 Set N(8) -3 if' 1(1)=12 and 14(50)<=4.
65.34 Set N(7)-N(70)/1J(8).
65.5 Do part 95.

)
'~4~ - ~ ~ ~ -~-4*.-.
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hPV Uptimization HouLine

File item Ai(VPiCG, tile JOO1O.Al6b2

9S.2 Set d(7)=150.
Q5.3 To part 96.

96,1 Set d(O)=.l.
96.2 Set q=1.
9)0.21 Do part 90.
96.;, Set d(b)=q50.
96.25 Do part 15.
96.e6 Set T( )=[n(15)=1:X(15);X(14)].
97.21 To step 96.4 if q=1.
97.3 To step 9. it ' (q)<T(-1).
96.4 Set zq+1.
96.41 To step 97.2.
96.6 Set d():=(q-1)'.5
96.801 To part 97.

97.11 Set od.
97.2 Set d(O:q*.I.
99.1 Do part 90.
97.31 Do part 15.
97.4 Set (q):n( 1):1:X( 15);X(14)].

97.215 To step 97.5 if' qz1.
97.42 To step 97.81 i" T(q)<='l(q-1).
97.421 To step 97.09 it' q=5.

97.5 Set q=c+1.
97.1 To step 97.2.
97.81 Set d(O):(q1)*..
97.82 To part 99.
97.9 Set d(O'):= *.l.
97.95 To part 99.

99.1 Set q=O.
99.12 Do part 90.99.2 Set d(7)=50*q.

99.25 Do part 15.
99.26 Set T(q)=[n(15)=:X(15);X(14)].99.28 To step 99.4 it' q=0.
99.3 To step 99.8 if T(q)<=T(q-1).
99.4 Set a~q~l.
99.41 l.'-, step 99.2.
99.8 Set d(7)-(q-1)*5O.
99.96 Do part 90.
99.961 Do part 15.

: 909.98 Do part 16 if WNWI0:.
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Example 4: RPV Attack with REB-LEKs

Recall AbhVIRPT from Iile Ju)010.A1b,;
done

Do part 5r.
Cor sin!,le aim. set air index to 0; it incepridtnt, to 1
Aiming -ethod Index = 1

ir dispensers are used, set 1eapon Index to 1; otLerwise C
Weapon Index = .

,.ne to 4 separate tar:'et.s may be user

Number o Target Areas 3

Area 1
Tarret Area in 10**6 -,q !'t = 1
N:umber of shelters in targcet , 12

Area 2
Target Area in 10**6 sq t't 2
Number of shelters in tar:,;et area 12

Area 3
Target Area in 10'6 sq I't 4
t;u',ber of shelters in tariet area .16

Shelter Ground Plane Area, sq ft : 2450
Vulnerability lIatio = .706
Weapon Heliability = :95
l)isp, nser Pattern hall Leng'th. feet = 2(;,
Dispenser Pattern Halt Width, reet = 200
Number of bomblets per dispenser lb

one to 4 Delivery "ehicle Types may be used
Number of Delivery Vehicle "lypes ;

Delivery Vehicle Type I
Number of i.Weapons = I
Delivery Vehicle Speed, knots = 450
Delivery Vehicle Dive Angle, degrees = 0
Altitude of last weapon, f'eet = 500
Outboard Station of'I'set, feet = 11
Outboard Hack Throw Angle, degrees = 45

It' aiming accuracy is specified as CEP in r-ils, set
ccuracy index to 0; if CEP on the around, to 1; if' hLP

and DEP on the ground, to 2; if' range and aeflection
standard deviation on the ground, to
Accuracy Index 2

YL P, feet = 300

DEP, feet 40
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Delivery Vehicle "lypc 16,Ca pon /Ca rrieor- h 1)Iram'her o1 lvumbt.br cl tractional LXpcted bacdr:Ce

V :-,jc1e Weapons a;a,,,age ui lerence

Area32 32 ' " ! .65 b O
{,464 705 b . . b5

(' 6 b 1 0.0(1 1.64

160 16095 11.5(;

Area2 R2 .303 646464 
1 ,296 9, 622 y.Lw 1.34

12b2b 731 6.7.
160 160. .o09 b.77

Area

64 2.63 2.63
C. 4 .2?,9 4.62 1 .(r '6 431 6.9 .2128; 12t 15 02 .C

1.6 16 . , 49.67 1.44

[
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Appendix 1)

RPV ATTA(CK COMIPLFIAION RESULTS

Th m,,dified JOSS Airbase Attack Model, discussed in Appendix C,

was used to coniute attack effectiveness for the basic RPV weapon attack

conditions given in Table 19; re:-ults appear In Tables 22 through 25.

Tables 20 through 30 give results of variations in two of the pertinent

parameters.

RPV ATTACK BASIC RESULTS

This subsection gives the JOSS computer results for the basic RPV

weapon-attack conditions outlined in Table 19. Table 20 contains the

effect iveness results for the MK-82 bomb, Table 21 for the REB-LEK

munition, and Table 22 for the clustered Zuni. Standard conditions are

as given in the aircraft-attack case. Note that these results are given

by area and not as total damage to the complex. From these tables are

constructed the allocation and total damage tables: Table 23 for MK-82,

Table 24 for REB-LUK, and TabJe 25 for clustered Zuni.-

The transition from the computer results to the allocation tables

is straightforward. For example, consider the REB-LEK attack for the

RMS III RPV with four dispensers (Table 21). The largest expected dam-

age (ED) for 32 weapons is 5.17 In Area 1. Thus, in Table 24, the first

entry is the allocation 32/0/0 with an expected damage of 5.17. For

Table 19

RPV WEAPON ATTACK CONDITIONS

Weapons Loadout Delivery Conditions
per

Weapon B(0) Dispenser P4S II RMS III RMS IV Angle Velocity Height Aiming

MK-82 bomb 1.2 2 6 8 45 450 300 15 mils
Clustered Zuni

rocket 1.0 7 1 4 5 0 450 500 300/408
REB-LEK, 40-lb 0.706 16 1 4 5 0 450 1 500 300/404

'mp/DEP.
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Table 23

MK-82 RPV ATTACK: ALLOCATION AND DAMAGE

(Standard conditions, B(O) - 1.2i
area - 7(10)6)

Number Number Expected Nuiiber Percent of
of of of hgardetes hIahigarettes

RPVs Weapons AllocatIof Daiiiged Di~ged

I. Mt4S II (2 teaponis)

32 64 64/0/0 i.9i 4.8
64 128 i28/0/0 3.ii 7.8
96 192 Wi2dlb 4.40 ii.o
128 256 256i/0j 5.41 13.5
160 32n 256/64/0 6.41 i6.6
192 384 320/4/0 7.38 18.5
224 448 1320/i28/0 8.28 20.7

&i. IS II (6 iweapois)

8 48 48/00 1.43 3.6
16 96 96/0/0 2;59 6.4
24 144 i44/010 .7J 9.4
32 192 i2/iOi 4.58 ii.5
40 240 12/480 5J3, i,3.i
48 i8 i02/4/,o 6.02 i5.0
56 J36 00ji/ 6.58 i&63
64 384 192/19/0 .ib i.
72 432 1i2/1.I/48 7.67 i4.2
80 480 240/i9/48 8ag 20.5

III. S i (8 ea o ii)

8 64 64/0/0 1.8i 4.7
i6 i28 1ii 6 M,2i
24 102 1020/6 4.9 1i.5
32 256 12/64/0 5.56 i3.0
40 320 56M4 0 6.5 16.2
48 J84 25W/"2/0 7.37 is.4
56 448 25/92/0 8.23 1 0.6

".4

;:4-'
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~Table 24

REB-LEK RPV ATTACK: ALLOCATION AND DAMAGE

(Standard conditions, B(O) - 0.706,
area = 7(10)6)

Number Number Expected Number Percent of
of of of Hangarettes Hangarettes

RPVs Weapons Allocation Damaged Damaged

1. RMS II (1 weapon)

32 32 3?/0/0 5.65 14.1
64 64 32/32/0 9.26 23.2
96 96 64/32/0 12.10 30.3
128 128 64/32/32 14.73 36.8
192 192 64/64/64 1'f4.20 48.0
256 256 96/64/96 23.00 57.5
320 320 96/64/160 25.88 64.7
384 384 96/128/160 28.53 71.3

II. RMS III (4 weapons)

8 32 32/0/0 5.A7 12 9
16 64 32/32/0 8.60 21.5
24 96 64/32/0 ii.96 28.4
32 128 64/32/32 i3.96 34.9
48 192 64/64/64 20.36 50.9
64 256 96/64/96 :2.08 55.2
80 320 96/96/128 24.68 61.7
96 384 128/128/128 26.64 66.6

III. MS IV (5 weapons)

8 69 40/0/0 5.95 14.8
16 80 40/40/0 10.09 25.2
24 120 40/40/40 13.29 33.2
12 i60 80/40/40 16.ii 40.3
40 200 80/i40/i80 18.43 46.1
48 240 80/80/80 20.73 51.8
56 280 80/80120 23.00 57.5
64 320 i120/80/1i20 24.57 61.4
72 360 120/20/f20 26.1 65.3

t
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Table 25

ZUNI RPV ATTACK: ALLOCATION AND DAMAGE

(Standard conditions, B(O) - 1)

Number Number lExpected Number Percent of
of of of Hangarettes Hangarettes
RPVs Weapons Allocation Damaged Damaged

I. RMS II (1 weapon)

32 32 32/0/0 4.00 10.0
64 64 64/0/0 6.82 17.1
96 96 64/32/0 9.10 22.8
128 128 64/64/0 11.81 28.0
160 160 64/64/32 13.04 32.6
192 192 96/64/32 14.77 36.9
256 256 96/96/64 17.67 44.1
320 320 128/96/96 20.60 51.5
384 384 128/96/160 22.92 57.3

II. RMS III (4 weapons)

8 32 32/0/0 3.75 8.75
16 64 64/0/0 6.15 15.4
24 96 64/32/0 8.50 2i.3
32 128 64/64/0 10.35 25.9
48 192 96/64/32 13.87 34.7
64 256 06/64/96 16.79 42.0
80 320 96/128/96 19.27 48.2
96 384 128/128/128 21.52 53.8

I1. RMS IV (5 weapons)

8 40 40/0/0 4.42 11.05
16 80 40/40/0 7.24 18.1
24 120 80/40/0 9.85 24.6
32 160 80/80/0 12.03 30.1
40 200 80/80/40 14.10 35.4
48 240 120/80/40 15.95 39.9
56 280 120/80/80 17.62 44.1
64 320 120/80/i20 19.39 48.5
72 360 120/120/120 20.65 51.6
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the next increment of 32 weapons, we find the first 32 weapons against

Area 2 results in an ED of 3.43, the largest damage difference among

the remaining weapons. Therefore, the second entry for 64 weapons in

Table 24 is an allocation of 32/32/u, with a total ED of 5.17 + 3.43

= 8.60. For the next 32 weapons, the largest remaining damage differ-

ence is 2.75 from Area 1; the next line is thus 64/32/0 with ED = 8.60

+ 2.75 = 11.35.

An example of a complete JOSS run is given in Example 4, Appendix

C, for an RPV REB-LEK attack, using the RMS II. The JOSS output is

the same as the first part of Table 21.

SENSITIVITY VARIATIONS

As in the aircraft attack case, we consider next the effect of

varying some of the pertinent parameters on the RPV attack results.

We restrict ourselves here to a variation in just two of the parameters:

(a) the vulnerable area of a hangarette and (b) the size of the target

complex. (We considered the effect of a variation in attack size in

the basic computations of the subsection above.)

Vulnerable Area as a Parameter

We consider the same vulnerable area variations as in the aircraft

attack variations of Section III.D, i.e., hangarette vulnerable areas

of 1000, 4000, and 6500 sq ft. Equivalently, we use ratios B(O) of 0.408,

1.633, and 2.654, the ratios of the vulnerable areas to the plan area of

2450 sq ft. In addition, we have included the parameter values of B(O)

1.2 for the MK-82, B(O) = 0.706 for the REB-LEK, and B(O) = 0.706 for

the clustered Zuni. These results are contained In Table 26 for the

MK-82, Table 27 for the REB-LEK, and Table 28 for the clustered Zuni.

Size of Target Complex as a Parameter

As before, in addition to the standard target complex area of 7(10)6

sq ft, we consider two variations with total areas 1.5 and 2 times greater,
15(06 1(06

i.e., 10.5(10) and 14(10) sq ft. In each case, the relative sizes and

shapes of the three component areas remained the same. Table 29 shows the

results of this variation for the MK-82 bomb and Table 30 for the REB-LEK

dispenser.
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Table 26

M-82 RPV ATTA(CK: VULNERABLE AREA VARIATION

Vulnerable Area, Sq Ft

Number Number 1000 (0 . 40 8 )a 2940 (1.2) 4000 (1.633) 6500 (2.654)
of of

RPVs Weapons ED PER ED PER ED PER ED PER

I. RIS II (2 weapons)

32 64 0.70 1.8 1.91 4.8 2.23 5.6 3.32 8.3
64 128 1.34 3.4 3.11 7.8 3.98 10.0 5.64 14.1
96 192 1.76 4.4 4.40 11.0 5.51 13.8 7.66 19.2
128 256 2.25 5.6 5.41 13.5 6.83 17.1 9.42 23.6
160 320 2.78 7.0 6.41 16.0 8.00 20.0 11.09 27.7

384 7.38 20.7 9.02 23.0 12.49 31.2

II. RMIS 111 (6 weapons)

8 48 0.52 1.3 1.43 3.6 1.87 4.7 2.69 6.7
16 96 0.98 2.5 2.59 6.4 3.34 8.4 4.62 1146
24 144 1.46 3.7 3.73 9.4 4.63 11.6 6.40 16-0
32 192 1.85 4.6 4.58 11.5 5.70 14.3 7.90 19.8
40 240 2.31 .5.8 5.23 13.1 6.69 16.1 9.21 23.0
48 288 6.02 15.0 7.58 19.0 10.42 26.1
56 336 6.58 16.5 8.28 20.7 11.46 28.7
64 384 7.16 17.9 9.02 22.6 12.44 31.1

III. RMS IV (8 weapons)

8 64 0.6p6 1.7 1.81 4.7 2.37 5.9 3.50 8.8
16 128 1.23 3.1 3.21 8.0 4.10 10.3 5.27 13.2
24 192 1.80 4.5 4.59 11.5 5.60 14.0 7.21 18.0
32 256 2.32 5.8 5.56 13.9 6.88 17.2 9.46 23.7
40 320 2.89 7.2 6.50 16.2 8.04 20.1 11.06 27.7
48 384 7.37 18.4 9.17 22.9 12.42 3.1
56 448 8.23 20.6 10.07 25.2 13.69 34.2

aVulnerable area ratio B(O).

bExpected number of hangarettes damaged.

CPercent of total hangarettes damaged.

--,
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Table 27

REB-LEK RPV ATTACK: VULNERABLE AREA VARIATION

Vulnerable Area, Sq Ft

Number Number 1000 (0.405)a 11730 (0.706) 4000 (1.633) 6500 (2.654)

of of --

RPVs Weapons FE PR

I. RMS II (1 weapon)

32 32 3.78 9.5 5.65 14.11 8.89 24.0 12.60 31.5I 64 64 6.52 16.3 9.26 23.2 15.30 38.3 19.12 47.8
96 96 8.84 22.1 12.10 30.3 20.33 50.8 24.33 60.8
128 128 10.67 26.7 14.73 36.8 23.48 61.0 28.52 71.3
192 192 14.11 35.3 19.20 48.0 28.36 70.9 32.91 82.3
256 256 17.0 42.5 23.00 57.5 31.63 79.1 35.46 88.7
320 320 19.66 49.2 25.88 64.7 34.44 86.1
384 384 21.98 j5.0 28.53 71.1

II. RMS 111 (4 weapons)

8 32 3.54 8.9 5.17 12.9 8.81 22.0 11.58 29.0
16 64 5.86 14.7 8.60 21.5 14.28 35.7 18.03 45.1
24 96 8.06 20.2 11.35 28.4 18.69 46.7 23.22 58.1
32 128 9.83 24.6 13.96 34.9 21.82 54.6 27.62 69.1
48 192 13.20 33.0 20.36 50.9 27.16 67.9 32.42 81.1
64 256 15.95 39.9 22.08 55.2 29.62 74.1 35.04 87.6
80 320 18.37 45.9 24.68 61.7 32.78 82.0
96 384 20.60 51.2 26.64 66.6 34.72 86.9

III. RMS IV (5 weapons)

8 40 4.19 10.4 5.95 14.8 10.04 25.1 12.66 31.7

16 80 6.84 17.1 10.09 25.2 16.27 40.7 20.21 50.5
24 120 9.38 23.5 13.29 33.2 21.27 53.2 25.47 63.7

32 160 11.46 28.7 16.11 40.3 24.7 61.7 29.66 74.2
40 200 13.45 33.6 18.43 46.1 27.28 63.2 32.11 80.3
98 240 15.25 38.1 20.73 51.8 29.77 74.4 34.23 85.5

56 280 16.82 42.0 23.00 57.5 32.14 80.4 35.65 89.1

64 320 18.51 46.3 24.E:7 61.4 33.45 83.6
72 360 20.88 52.2 26.1 65.3 34.01 85.0

aVulnerable area ratio B(O).

bExpected number of hangarettes damaged.

Cpercent of total hanga'Lttes damaged.

i I
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Table 28

CLUSTERED ZUNI RPV ATTACK: VULNERABLE AREA VARIATION

Vulnerable Area, Sq Ft

Number Number 1000 (0.405)' 1730 (0.706) 4000 (2.633) 6500 (2.634)
of of -- _

RPVs Weapons EDb PERC ED PER ED PER ED PER

I. RMS II (I weapon)

32 32 1.87 4.7 3.02 7.6 5.72 14.3 7.64 19.1
64 64 3.55 8.9 5.41 13.5 9.41 23.5 12.88 32.2
96 96 4.87 12.2 7.24 18.1 12.22 30.6 16.84 f42.1

128 128 6.05 15.1 8.91 222 14.89 37.2 19.73 49.3
192 192 8.13 20.3 11.75 29.4 19.40 48.5 25.22 63.1
256 256 9.92 24.8 14.39 36.0 23.32 38.3 29.32 73.3
320 320 11.51 28.8 16.63 41.6 26.02 65.1 31.70 79.3
384 384 13.05 32.6 18.90 47.3 28.74 71.9

II. RMS 111 (4 weapons)

8 32 1.81 4.5 2.87 7.2 5.23 13.1 6.79 17.0
16 64 3.44 8.6 5.19 13.0 9.71 24.3 11.56 28.9
24 96 4.73 11.8 6.94 17.4 11.47 28.7 15.58 39.0
32 128 5.90 14.7 8.39 21.0 14.12 35.3 18.36 45.9
48 192 7.90 19.8 11.02 27.6 18.54 46.4 23.54 59.0
64 256 9.49 23.7 13.40 33.5 22.30 55.8 27.47 68.7
80 370 11.03 27.6 15.62 39.0 24.91 62.3 30.09 75.0
88 384 12.47 31.2 17.70 44.5 26.85 67.1

III. RMS IV (5 weapons)

8 40 2.19 5.5 3.43 8.6 6.01 15.0 7.58 19.0
16 80 4.10 10.2 5.71 14.3 10.21 25.5 13.32 33.3
24 120 5.55 13.9 7.83 19.6 13.46 33.7 18.06 45.2
32 166 6.86 17.2 9.59 24.0 16.28 40.7 21.11 52.8
40 200 8.00 20.0 11.30 28.3 18.69 46.7 23.76 59.4
48 240 8.92 22.3 12.86 32.2 20.94 52.4 26.39 66.0
56 280 10.07 25.2 14.09 35.2 23.23 58.1 28.99 72.5
64 320 11.05 27.6 15.36 38.4 24.79 62.0 30.26 75.1
72 36G 11.98 30.0 16.75 41.9 26.31 65.8 31.44 78.6
80 400 12.84 32.1 17.94 449 28.72 71.8 32.54 81.3

aVulnerable area ratio B(O).

bExpected number of hangarettes damaged.
Cpercent of total hangarettes damaged.
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Table 29

MK-82 RPV ATTACK: TARGET AREA VARIATION

Hangarette Target Area, Sq Ft

Number Number 7(10)6 io.5(i0)6  14(10)6

RPVs Weapons EDa  PERb  E PER

I. RMS II (2 weapons)

32 64 1.91 4.8 1.30 3.2 1.00 2.5

64 128 3.11 7.8 2.42 6.1 1.91 4.8
96 192 4.40 1.1.0 3.48 8.7 2.75 6.9

128 256 5.41 13.5 4.35 10.9 3.52 8.8
160 320 6141 16.0 5.18 12.9 4.22 10.5
192 384 7.38 13.5 5.84 14.6 4.90 12.5

II. RMS Ii (6 weapons)

8 48 1.431 3.6 0.97 2.4 0.75 1.9
16 96 2.59 6.4 1.81 4.5 1.44 3.6

24 144 3.73 9.4 2.64 6.6 2.00 5.0

32 192- 4.58 11.5 3.28 8.2 2.58 6.5
40 240 5.23 13.1 3.97 9.9 3.09 7.7
48 288 6.02 15.0 4.48 11.2 3.58 8.9
56 336 6.58 16.5 4.96 12.4 4.01 10.0
64 384 7.16 17.9 5.37 13.4 4.46 11.1

II1. RMS IV (8 weapons)

8 64 1.811 4.7 1.25 3.1 0.97 2.4
16 128 3.211 8.0 2.27 5.7 1.84 4.6
24 192 4.59, 11.5 3.30 8.2 2.70 6.8
32 256 5.56 13.9 4.05 10.1 3.43 8.6
40 320 6,50 16.2 4.86 12.1 4.10 10.2
48 384 7.371 18.4 5.41 13.5 4.75 11.9

aExpected number of hangarettes damaged.

bpercent of total hangarettes damaged.
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Table 30

REB-LEK ATTACK: TARGET AREA VARIATION

(B(O) = 0.706)

Hangarette Target Area, Sq Ft

Number Number 7(10)6  10.5(10)6 14(10)6

of ofb- -

RPVs W4eapons EE PER ED P

I. RMS II (1 weapon)

32 32 5.65 14.1 4.51 11.3 3.64 9.1

64 64 9.26 23.2 7.11 17.8 6.27 15.7
96 96 12.10 30.3 9.48 23.7 8.75 21.9

128 128 14.73 36.8 11.55 28.4 10.74 26.9
192 192 19.70 48.0 15.14 37.6 14.35 35.9
256 256 23.00 57.5 17.71 44.3 17.13 42.8
320 320 25.88 64.7 20.00 50.0 19.52 48.8
384 384 28.53 71.1 21.95 54.9 21.41 53.5

II. RMS III (4 weapons)

8 32 5.17 12.9 4.06 10.2 3.43 8.6
16 64 8.60 21.5 6.60 16.5 6.04 15.1
24 96 11.35 28.4 8.94 22.4 8.43 21.1
32 128 13.96 34.9 10.92 27.3 10.41 26.0
48 192 20.36 50.9 1.4.31 35.8 13.73 34.2
64 256 22.08 55.2 16.82 42.1 16.07 40.2
80 320 24.68 61.7 19.05 47.6 18.01 45.0
88 384 26.64 66.6 20.95 52.4 19.88 49.7

III. RNS IV (5 weapons)

8 40 5.951 14.8 4.73 11.8 4.14 10.4
16 80 10.09 25.2 7.78 19.5 7.34 18.4
24 120 13.29 33.2 10.35 25.9 9.66 24.1
32 160 16.11 40.3 12.37 30.9 il.96 29.9
40 200 18.43 46.1 14.27 35.7 14.23 35.6
48 240 20.73 51.8 16.01 40.0 15.76 39.4
56 280 23.00 57.5 17.67 44.2 17.17 42.9
64 320 24.57 61.4 19.10 47.7 18.44 46.1
72 360 26.10 65.3 2-.29 50.6 119.54 48.9

aExpected number of hangarettes damaged.
bpercent of total hangaiettes damaged.
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